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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Probably one ot the most significant steps that has
been taken in recent years toward the improvement ot in•
struction 1s t hat of incorporating into the instructional
program plans tor discovering learning difficulties and
dotect1ng needs for remedial teaching .

Such plans call

for the intelligent use of inventory and diagnostic tests
side by aide nersonal interviews to discover and analyze
pupil difficulties with a view to setting up specific
remedial measures to correct and remove difficult~es. A
knowledge of the sources

and

causes of the greatest dif-

ficulty will help the alert teacher to give the pupils
special help needed at critical points .
Through the diagnostic procedure the teacher comes
to recognize the difficulties that ex1et tor the pupil in
the given process or skill, the obstaole he has encountered,
the pitfalls he has met, the errors he hao mado and the
weaknesses he has developed - With such detailed information the teacher proceeds to apply the specific corrective
treatment required .

Weaknesses are specific and require

specific remedies .
Such detailed information, moreover, helps the
teacher greatly in her preventive work which in

many

ways

is more valuable than any subsequent corrective effort.
The teacher is better able to detect the efforts of the

2

pupil ill the learning process .

Sho lmows what to ompba•

aizo~ the pitfalls that must be avoidedt tho tendencies

toward errOl' and poor work habits that must not be allOl'lad
to obtain a firm foothold .
file importance of this type ot work ·1n tho schools
cannot be overemphasized •

Reoent surveys shoo the lack Of

control over instruction in arithmetic .

in results and the number

or

The variability

pupils with 10\"1 scores in tho

fundamentals shoo h<m inadequate genaral class teaching is
in reaching the 1ndiv1dual~1
STATEUENT OF mE PROBLEU
De!1c1enc1es in number and computational slr.ills

should bo mastered by boys ruid girls ao $oon as possible in
the elementary grades .

Hat1evor, some children are unable to

•

grasp the necessary ft1,.~amental$ in the looo~ grades a.nd
have difficulty with mathomatical fabts and principles as
they a~e promoted to hiGhev grades~ ~ Th1s problem is a
study of the difficultios enoountored by pupils 1n tho sev•
onth gl"nde in the Il. W• IIerlloe School 11 Dallas 9 Texas• and

1s an attempt to otrez somo su.ggestions fo~ remedying the
existing conditions.
It is believed that this study will be of utmost
l

testa Hoel, "What constitutes Romodial Work 1n
Arithmotici," nie, l!§l;hetqg!;;l,~s Teacbq;~ XLIII (Ja.'lusry, 1950),

19-24.
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importance to teachers in planning £uture programs in
arithmetic as well as improving programs already in operation.

However, in planning any type of instructional pro-

gram it is necessary to take into consideration the locale
in which the program 1s to be used 1n ordor to meet the

deLlallding needs .

To get a better understanding of the loca-

tion and community background of the N. W. Uar llee School
it is necessary to give a brief description of Dall.so .

Dallas 1s the county seat of Dallas County, located
in the northcentral section
es one

or

the state.

or To7.as .

Dallas 1s recognized

the vital points in the industrial activities of
It is the second city in size in the stato of

Texas and twenty-fourth 1n size in the United States.

Ita

commerce is characterized by financial, distributive, and

business services.

Ba.n.l.d.ne, insurance, oil companies, oil

f'iold equipment and machinery companies, manufacturing of
.food, clothing, millinery, chomicals and numerous other
products are responsible for the many industries 1n the

area . 2
The employment rate is high in these industries,
therefore, the soeio-oconomie level is fairly high .

The

wages paid by theso industries are comparatively good.

This

means that tha circulation of money by the people is comparable to thet 1n any other indust~ial area in the natio.~.

During the pre...war days, housing was one of the major
~
2
The Dallas Horning News, :1cxao,,AJ,~qae, 192~·1925' o

----------------......,.-------~u~
Dallas: A. H. Belo corporation, 19 4 .

4

problemo of Dallas city management.

However , 1n recent

years th1o problem has been some\lhat eliminated by tho construction of new homes by both private and federal housing
agencies .

P!any people 1n tho community own their homes or

are ill the process of beying homeo .

The maj or1ty or these

heme owners take considerable pride in keop1.ng their homos

in good appear~nee end cond1t1on.
One of the depressing discoveries made in the process of this study uas to find that a numbor of boys and
guls in the immediate prox1m1ty of N.

w.

r,oro victims of some type of broken home .

Hnrll.ee School

However, approx•

imately sixty per cent was fortunate to be living with both
parents .

The apparent emotional disturbances of some of

the remaining forty per cent could possible have bad an
effect on the eh11dren•s learning ab1lity. 3
Tho proviously montionod statements boing true, the
,:rite:.• will attempt to answer the .tollowing quostions and
determine the possibla causes of difficulty in ar1tbra.et1ct

l . Are variable factors as phy3ical conditions,
social status, emotional disturbances~ or educational back....
g~ound largely responsible for these difficulties in arith-

metic?
2 . VJbat are some or the solutions to this problem?
3

This intorma.t1on was taken from the school Cumulative Rocords conpiled thl'oughout a nine year period (194,1954) . Dallas Indepo1ldont School District1 ~~ti~q
Rgcorg_g DJi. W, Hnr.l,l_§e S,ghool. Dall~s: l;,4,.:r9~4.

3 • What are some ways of using these solutions

advantageously in the instructional program~
The writer intends to answer tho foregoing quootions and
to givo sO!!te ini'ormat1on that can 'bo used by other teachers
of arithmetic who lilllY be p.roscntod with a s1milat problem.

DEFlNITION OF TERUS

Tha terms in this study nro probably in general use,
but in order tbnt there might be a mu.tool undor-standing 1n

so far as they relato to this otudy, it is dosirable that
an 1nte~pretat1on ho givon of their meaningo . 4
l)iag,n9&1tic Stm\i • tho procodure by which the study

is ma.de for the purpose of ascorta:Lninet analyzing• or
identifying 1nd1v1dual or ~oup d1fficult1eo; of'ton 30olm

also to ascertain underlying oausal tacto~a .
p!gmgsi,~ - the procedure by which tho nature of a
disorder t whetheI- physical, montal

Ol"'

social 1s detormnad

by discril:11nat:tne study of the disordo1~ and of the symptoms

present.
p;J.ggnoptic TQ.~% - an eY..am1nation intended to measure

achievoment in a nurrow subject fiold

a!.'

in reltlted sub-

fields, particularly with a vier-r to determine specific noakneases of pt1pils as a basis for remedial measures.

RemodiaI -

ex,y form of teachil1g and study effort de•

signed to correct faults 1n pupil portonna.noe.
4

For thQ .f'ollooin.~ d1tcuasion on 11 Dei'in:ttion of Tarma11 !)
the r1r1te:r 10 1ndobted to Carte1:' V. Good'- Pigt;t.ona;Y of
ijgUo§.tign. Nm1 Yorl-:a McGraw-Hill Book cc:epany, Inc . , 194;.

6

Progrp .. a plan of procedure.
Agep,racY

~

p~ec!sion within the l1raits of oanploto

0

ness; f'roodom from mistake or error.
AQ,hieXMQnt - nQComplishment or proficiency or per-

formance in a given skill.
Atv;l§ - a foreaoen end that givos direction to an

activity.

b-r1t_hm~ti~ - that gr01.1p ot elementary rules

and

principlao giving the existlllg relations among and mothods

of canputing with numbe_rs; as a nohool subject, spooific
trainihg designed to develop the sldlla and habits necossary

to perform succasetully the computations needed in O!'dinar1
homo and business relations .

BJ.:,pad;t;.elds cwra:aw.m ... a our~iculum
small numbor of major areao of study th.at

built

at-0

al'Ound

a

constant tor

all pupils; :Pepresenta a reaction to the provision of a
multiplicity of separate aubjooto es the answet- to individ...
ual needs and interests .

Qgrroctiye Arithp,.~tio - arithI:letic designod to discover and oori~ect mistakes made by pup11s in a:ritbmotie .
DELIMITATI OllS

In this stu.dy, the primttl'y concorn 1s the aahiovc...
ments of pupils in arithinotie which involved other factors,
such as, social beet.ground, environment, and _pro-nous teach•
ing.

F1r$t\) tho elotnent of individual differences entors in

7
any oose trhere people are involved .

For example,

Not only ba.,,e tests shonn that childron d1tfor in
mental devalopment and 1n achiovomont in school
subjects~ but also that the differences oxtend to
deta;led aspects of leo.r~. Inventory and diaanostic tests b~ought out the fact that a child may
do \1811 1n fiJOOlG kinds of reading 1 but poorly in
other kinds • Similarly ho may do sat1sfaot~
work in addition but tall in probl8m-solv1ne., ~
Socondly 9 stat1atics reveal thnt thG JJ.lnitod n\lttlbc~
o£

pupils studied 1ne:roasad tho chance ot error, and third-

ly 9 the time

0£

tho stlldy baa been Um1ted in comparison

with studios that ha~o been made over a pe1'1od of yoars .
'i'h1s 1nvost1crat1on is limitad to pupils ot the soventh grade

1n the N.

w.

Harlleo School, Dallas, Texas .

There aro one-

hundred and t\"lenty pupils enrolled 1n the seventh gr~dc•
divided into tour groups ot tt'lontY•four t th,1.rty-ane i> tl'tentynine and thirty-su:, rospoctivaly.

All of the aforo-mon.-

tioned pupils were instru~ted by the writor ,

1b.o 1ntormnt1on and facts constituting dat~ for this
investigation were secured by means 6f annly~ing the results
obtninGd from toaoher-modo diagnostic testa .

other inform•

et1on was secured from sahool records, home v1sits 9 inter~
vieus \1itb parents and teachero, and oonforenceo w1th prin•
cipal and pupils of N, W. Hnrlleo Sohool.

8

PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF lNVESTIGATION
The purpose ot this investigation is to develop a
method of diagnosis of pupil difficulties in al"ithmetio, a
special method of remedial work that will operate effectively and a practical method of using tests and practiees
as a part of classroom routine .
The remedial work in this study 1s not to be undertaken as tutoring or coaching at different hours during the
day; nor are pupils to be sent to a 0 :remedial roam" to be

instructed by a special teacher .

The aim is to g1ve olass,

group and individual instruction during the regular class

period by the teacher as a part of the regular arithm~tio
work.

It is believed that the study will be of val ue to
others who are faced wit h similar type of problem in their
elementary schools .

It will provide those teachora who

instruct pupils beloo the seventh grade an opportunity to
see 1n what arithmetical operations the pupils are having
difficulty, and enable them to make prov1s1ot for moetinG

the needs of pupils at lower grade levels.
HYPOTHESIS
The writer believes that whatever dof1c1encies, if
any, that are discovered will be those which have existed

over a period of time .

It is expected to f1nd these defi-

ciencies in the areas of whole numbers, fractions, decimals

and problem- solvi..."'lg.

9
The assllmpt1on is that the deficien-

cies 1n the areas of fractions and decimals were due to the
pupil's unreadiness tor aucb work.

It is further believed

that the deficiencies in problem solving were due to the
pupil'c inability to read With comprehension.

It appears that the type of school program. to which
these pupils have been exposed, to some degree, has also
caused the development of the apparent defio1encios .

The

school program is divided into three distinct pa~ts, namely,
the self-contained program, the platoon program and the
departmentalized program.
The self•conteined program is maintained 1n the first
three grades where principles of number work are centered
a~ound counting and identifying how maey object or items

with which they are working.

The facts of adding and sub-

tracting simple combinations are also presented at this
time .
The

platoon program begins with grade four and ex-

tends through grade five .

It ~s. been observed that there

are two groups per teacher in each of those grades, the
groups are very large consisting of thirty- five to forty
pupils.

One and one-half hour is allotved each section dur-

ing the morm.ng and one and ono- half eaoh group follcming
the lunch period.

Opinions expressed by teachers of these

grados are that, until the past year, nurnbar work as such nas
incidental as no specific block of time had been arranged

lO
in tho dailY J'l"OBl'nnt•

It ia believed thnt tho pupil's

progress in al."ithmotio pr1nciples and facts may be somav1htlt

hampered at tl1is point.
Tho departmentalized program begins with grade six
and ext.ands through grado eight~ In this tY,PO of ~ogram

pupils go to d1f£erent teachers tor inQtructio.n in the

various aubjeot areas, lo.ngtiage arts!> social studies, atiith•

metict healthJ..science, ~t, music,

aXld

,..ecroativo arts. It

is tu..-rthe:r observed that at th1$ wint 1n tho progl'wn. the

pupil's dof1cienoios a.re discovered to ba most outstand~.

It also appears that the pupils boain to $hem diseou.rngement
and beoane frustrated due to tho:tr inability to cope ,:1:tth

the requirements of theso gradoo .
Thl'oush this atudy the fir! to:- proposes to fol'mlllate

a p~ogram to dater tbeso frustrations and create a wil lingness to J.eal:'n by givin& the type of work noedod for imp-roving ab1lity 9 ekills, and accuracy in nrithmotio.

METHOD OF PROCIIDURS
In tormul.nting tho groups for thia 1nveot1gation no
ef.f'ort wo.s made on the part of the writ-er to group the pupils
aco<>rd~ to ab111t1os • All groups wore hoterogenouo .

Therefote, tho median and 0aan a:o calculated on the basis

ot such a group, with scoros ranging !'ran high to 1cm.
The :f'1rst test was admirrl.oterod to a goup of ono-

hundred and twenty pupils 1n the seventh grade of N• W•

•

11

Rarlloo School in October 9 1953 • Stlff1c1ent Qral ex•
pla,."10.tion was given so thet oaoh pupil had a thorough ttnder ...

standing of what was to be done .

Tho :tesults of thia test

were tabulated and analyzed to determine the difficU1.t1os .
'l'he deficiencios were discovored ' and procedures to:r

remedying such difficulties were begun.

.

For a p0riod of

sixty days remed:tal instruction was givon in the areas of
defioiencios .

At the end

or

thia period of timo tho re-

test uas g1von to cletet-mino the amount of progress, it any,

that had been made .

Tho rosUlta of tho ro-test ue:ro tabu-

lotad, analyzed~ nnd eompa1•od with the results of the pre-

Vious test .
SURVEY OF RELATED LITBRATlJHE

In 1937 Williams and V,'h1takor6 tested fivo-lliw..d.rod
and sWeen pupils nho VIe:rc having difficulties in the f'our

fundamental processes . An 1nd1vidual test was usod in
which the child spoke aloud as ho did hio uork. Mru.1.y ld.ncls

or

errors uo!'o locatod 9 but the finding with most implica•

t1on :?or teachers wa$ tho proof that d1agnos1o is an indi-

vidual matter .

Group testing, say tbEJ authors» shoos that

pupils are fail1n~ to seclll'e the correct results, but does

not di~closo t:bat specific sld.lle are cnus1ng d1tf1oulty.

c.

!

L. Williams and .R. L. Wbi tal:..o:r 11 D1agnosi s of
Arithmotic Diffioulties, 0 bba FJ,QP'lOA'tQJ:::YQb,og;L JOUl!W,

(April, 1937)~ ~92~600.
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Brueckner7 says that arithmet!c lends itself quite
easily to a diagnostic approach to readiness testing, that
isj diagnosing-factors likely to interfere with learning a
new topic to be introduced, since each new topic builds on
the body ot skills and concepts previously learned .

He

sh0t"1s the value of one readiness tost which, when adminis-

tered 9 brought to light the fact that many children had
serious d1f'ficuH~ics in basic essentials of division by twofigure divisors and needed to have these shortcomings corrected before beginning work on this topic .
Souder8 found that the use of~ diagnostic readiness
test was a help in the teaching of common i'raet1ons.

Tho

bost pupil achievement was found 1n classes whose teachers
had uaed the test .

Brownell and Watson9 canpare the value of personal
interviews as a diagnostic technique with analysis of test
papers and written records .

They find the personal inter-

view technique superior except for the less refined types
of diagnoses, for these, the nritten work is satisfactory.
Lao J . Drueclmer, "The Development of Read:i.ness
Tests in Arithmetic1
of Eg:v.cp._t,19)¥ll fiesea,rcb,
XXXIV (September, l'j4U) 9 ~20.

•~-~oBI~l

8

H. c. Souder, "The Construction and Evaluation of
Certain Readiness Tests in Common Fractions~ 11 ,!23™l_gt
Educational Research, XXXVII (October, 19431, 127-34.
9W. A. Brownell and Brantley V/atson, 11 The Comparative worth of Two Diagnostic Techniques in Ar1thmot1c,"
JoUl'pa.l of pgucat1.ongl Re§earoh, XXIX (May9 1936), 664-76.

l3
MaotatchylO obsor\tos that e&,ly number bac~1ardnoss

is not overcome du,r1ng tho school years .

As evidence of

tr.i~ she reports the results o~ fifth eradc tests, made by
Joaoybine ltacLatchy and B. R. Buckingha.lllu in 1930 ot nm...
bar abilities of childl'en enterit'..$ the fast grade .

Four

h'Ulld.~ed of tho O!'iginal ch1ldren~ere 1dentifiod among tho

firth gradeI"s .

It was found that thosG nho had made good

l'ee01'ds ~, the firot gz,ado test also made goOd srados on

tho :fifth e.ra:de taet and those rrho were 'bela.1 the median
1n the first grade w~e still belo\1 tho mao1a.n in tho t'i!'th
grade .

MacLatehy doGG not believo thl\t this proves that

childz.-en who under~tand are bOl"'n :1.ot made, but ro.ther that

toachors havo not recognized tbat it is poosiblo to correct
number baclma!'dnese .

From he:t work with nomD.;"\l and bri6ht

ob!lldl•en who ~1ero ~ok:wa.rd in al'ithmotic, Mo.cLatcby statos

thut the troubles ~ith the

!Ot1!'

ftlndamental ope~ations a~o

na:tther inev-ltabl.e nor hopeleso0

•1

•

She diagnoses tho cause

of much difficulty to be the abstract u.so of number bef~~e
the o."11.ld is reudy tor: it.

He~ mothod of helpiUB theso

children was to lat them build up
_ _ __

l!l0$1l:lng

or

tho number

!!"_ __ . . , _ . . . __ _ _ _""'.":"""_ _ _......,......._ _ _ _ _. . . - _

J'.'5
Josephine MncLatchY, ~Seeing and Understanding 1n
Nttm'be~ 1 " Elemgp.tarY §chool Journal, XLV (November , 1944) 9
~39-5~ .

11

B . R. Duck:lngham antl Josophino MacLatchy, "The
Number Abilitios of Children When They Enter Grado Ono,"

473-524.

~mnt;1- @l~h

Study Qf ·~rptiOO.,
Cotn!)lu."1.Y, l O•

xearboolc,

umona1 SWo1otY fir ~

BloOlllington:

lie Sc ool Pub 1sh
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system and the four processes through the use of concrete
objects or mal'kers .
The third step in tho commonly recommended technique

of helping the retarded child, foll0v1ing the steps of testing and diagnosing, is that of providing ~emedial instruc-

tion at the points of failure, state~ Wheat.12 Testing is

the means proposed tor discovering failure , and diagnosis 1s
the means proposed for discovering the causes of tailuro .
Lem acores 1n the one step are treated as symptoms, and 1.It-

proper methods of work in the noxt are treated as the de•

facts to be romedied .

The third stop is recommended w1th

the idoa that remedial instruction vJill be applied at the
points where improper methods or work are discovered .

The

purpose of the remedial instruction is to substitute proper

methods of work for improper.
Wheat13 further states, that reced1al materials may
need an adequate amount of elaboration to provide interest

tor the pupil who is failing or who is on the verge of failing .

The failing pupil must be given work within his capaThis typo of pupil may need a quantity of repeti-

bilities .

tive drill, but this drill should not be applied until a

thorough understanding of the processes have been established.

na.rry

m,etig,, 5'36.

l3

lh!si· ,

The Psycholog;y of Traching Ar1thD. c . Heath and Canpany, 937.

Gro-v'e VJheat,

Bosten:
5'41.

CHAPTE'Jl II
THE EFFECT OF VARIABLE FACTORS Oll

ARITHMETIC ABILITY
L-aarning is continuous tor tho normal child .

HCT.1-

ever, all normal children do not possess the same capabilities or capacities .

It is possible for one child to

grasp an idea more quickly than another , but once the idea
or process 1s thoroughly unde~stood 1 t 1s retained .

In the

case of extreme misunderstanding and inability to comprehend facts ar..d principles t here is a specific cause .
In arithmetic there are facts, rules and principles
that pupils must remember in order to succeed.

Ona of the

major functions of arithmetic 1s to develop exact thinking

and expression in situations which can be expressed quant1tat1vely . 1 There may be several factors nhich uill cause
a child to fail in this respeot .

Could this be caU:Jod by

health det1c1enc1es or physical condit~oll$ 9 social maladjustments, emotional disturbances, or the lack of sufficient
educational background? All these factors must be considered
~

in determining the causes of deficiencies in arithmeticlearning ability .
'

J . Murray Lee and Dorris u. Lee , TJ'le Child ar,d His
45'2 . New York i Appleton-century-crofts, Inc . ,

!ffi:culum,
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PHYSICAL FACTORS AFFECTING LEARNillO

IN ARITHUETIC

fiealtb Status 2Z Pupil~. Good health is essential
to effaot1vo learning.

The modern sohool makes provision

tor an adequate health prograin to fult11l its responsibility
in mainte1n1ng pupil's health. The classroom tcachor finds
hersol.t 1n a position to be of much service 1n this program
by constant observance of the pupil and his actions .

In the Dallas Independent School District of which

N.

w.

Harllea School is o. pa.rt, an 1ntons:t.ve hoalth program

bas been established.

This program is headed by an effi..

cient phJsioian who 1s the Director of Sehool Health Serv1co,
a staff of fitty..tt10 nurses (forty-threo white nurses and

ntilo Negro ntlroes) 9 tour hearing technicians (three white
and

ono Negro), and clerical start.
The overall program of school health sorvico is as

follrus: 2
A. Detection• Invostigation - Action by Staff of
School Health service
1. Serious aocidonts • First Aid
2. Physical Appraisal - Exrunination
3. Communicable Diseases - Control
4 . Inadequacies - Caso finding follrood by
efforts to seouro for the children the

necessary onro

a •. Physical growth and development
b . Vision perception

2

School Heolth Service, 1f5_§1M M~ll 22-2? ~
Dallas: Dallaa Indopondent Schoo D1str1o~ 9,3 •
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c . AUdit ory perception
d . Oral conditions
e . Others (heart, blood 0 kidneys, pan..
ereas)
B. Liaiso~ to ~ive service for eh1ldi'en
l. Building Haintbnance Department - Env1.~onmontal sanit ation .
2 . Health Instruct ion ... Schedule of medical

lectures
3. Instl'uotionsl constlltants ... Handicapped
children
4 . School Lunchroom - Food sanitation
5. School Personnel • consultant and adv-loe
about heal th
6. Visiting Teacho~o - Be.haviat' problems complicated by pbysioal problems
7. Visual Education - Solection of health
tilms

c.

Liaison to obtain service f01! children
l . Official Health Dopartment
a. Communicable Disease Control - Qunrantino and authority to roturn to school
- Immunizations
b . Snn1tation r:ction ... Cai'etor:tas,
!d.tchens, dr
ng fountains, ate .
o . Laboratory Analysis .. Food, milk, etc. ,
con&umed by school cafeter1aa
d. Pre--sohool Examination Records ..
Transfer of raaords to schools from
publio clinics
o . Handicapped Chil~en .. Caro for
ehildren not yet enrolled .1n school
2 . Medical and Dental Societies
a . cooperation and support for school
health program

b. P.rovision tor necessary taoil1ties tor
1ndig8nt ohild!'en or those having
special problems
o. CJasoroom talko bY, physicians and
dentists
3. Social Services and Health Agencies ... Caro
fo~ pupils in families 1n need of asoistaneo
4 llad1cal and Dental Practitioners
• a . Consultation about individual. pup1la
b . Rapol't ot findings and roeo..'"lmondations
, • fuberctilos1a Association
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a . X-ray or high school students (annU3l)
b. X-ray or school personnel (ovory tuo
years)
6. Pa.rent-Teacher Association - "Get- Ready

... for Scboolu Program
and Colleges - Education and
tra1n;ir\..g for health sorv1oe personnel
D. Statistical

?. Universities

l. Incidence by color, age, sex, r;rade
school of

and

a . Contagion

b. Accidents
c. Absence tor medical and dental
appointments

d. Nutrition, vision, hoarinc, and
dental abnol'!Ullities
e. Physically handicappod - cerebal
palsy, orthopedics, etc.

2 . Voltmie and results of work performed by

school health service personnel

Fran examination and studf of health service records
(see Appendix l) of the one•hundred

and

tnenty pupils toated

tho follcming evidences were revealed:

TABLE I
HEALTH A?ID PHYSICAL S!I'A~ OF S&VENTH GRADE
PUPILS, N. VI. IIARLLEE SCHOOL, 1952•53

Evidence

Boys

OVorweight for ago
and he1r)lt

Underweight for age
and height
Normal for age and
height
Malnutrition
Physical handicaps
Visual defects
Auditory defects
Dental defects
Speech defects

Girls

9

20

17
28

30

11
2

15
2
38
3

36

l6
l
21
1
42
2
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Various stUdies have shcmn that each ohild ' s physical grc.mth patter n is relatively an individual procoss ~

Height and we1ght records need to be interpreted 1n terms
of ehanges in tho individual.

The method of evaluating the

meQauremont oi' height, weight 9 and age of tho pupils of the
N.

w.

Ha~llee School is the nwetzel Grid" .3 It has partic-

ular value in that it allcma ench child to bo his otm

standard or comparison.

It deteota early dertat:I.ona from

normal grcmth and it helps school personnel to understand

tho Child better.

JismJ.

Do.f'eoks

and Cot.iactipn. Vision pltiys o.n

important role in the pupil's ability to learn.

Tho olasa...

rQQl1 teacher should be on the alert ~or cases of possiblo

eye dafoets. The:re are many signs that may shaw that a
child 1s having difficulty 1n aoeine properly.

Sane of' tho

common atens of visual defects are area (1) blinks more
than usual, (2) holds books or &mall articles close to eyes,
(3) bas difticulty 1n reading or 1n other school work :ro-

qu1r1ng near•po1nt use ot the ayes, (4) disinterest 1n dis-

tant objects or \Ulable to ~tia1poto in games suoh ao play-

.

ing ball, (5') is sens1t1vo to light, (6) oyes aro \7atery and

red, (7) recurrence of st1ea, and (8) unablo to distinguish

colors . 4

3;orman c.

watzel, uwatzol Grid" . Cl.evola.nd I National
Education Assoo1at1on Service, 1200 w. 3rd St . 9 1948.

4
National society for the ProvGnt1on ot BJjndn~ssi
,OQMQWng tho ~jeb,t ot School Chi~, 5°4• Now Yorl.. , 93 7•
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It is necessary for the classroom teacher to becane
acquainted with tho general oharacter1at1os ot the visually
handicapped child. Special classroan adjustments mWJt be
mado so that the child will receive the full benefit
struction.

or

in-

If the child is to wear glnssoe, the teacher

should see that the child wears them constantly.

The light

in thG room should be satisfactory and tall over the loft
shoulder except 1n cases

or

lett-bandednoss. The child

should be perm!tted to s1t or movo uhere work on the blackboard, charts and demonstrations are cloarly visible. A

child with visual detects should not be required to do excessive or unnecessary reading.

The child should not be

made to feel that his visual defect is a. handicap.

children should make achievements to the fullost

or

These

their

capabilities those learnings nhich are experienced by all
childron of similar developmental level. Since there is
little difference between tho visually defected child and
the child with unimpaired vision except the degree of visual

acuity, the curriculum tor the child with limited vision
approximates that which is provided tor the child of normal
vision.

Speesb Defect§

ADQ

corregtion.

Speooh ability, more

than any other skill enables man to rise abovo his environ-

ment.

It enables him to project his knowledeo into the

future, and it is a basic tool for oamnun1cat1on. The child

with speech defecta 10 handicapped 1n his normal dovelopmont.

21

There are f'ou.r main aspects to be understood 1n the

procose or normal speech. These are, (1) the voice or the
phonat1on, (2) articulation, (3) linguistic aspects, and
(4) auditory aspects .

Since those factors have many vari•

ables speech is a vory complex process.'
The speech program includes any pupil whose speech

attracts untavo.rabla attention or is not easily intelligi•
ble to the group ot which he 1s a part . Speech disorders
or children should

be

analyzed

and

dealt with 1n acco~danee

,1ith the mental, emotional and social maturity

child.

In

many

ot each

instances, the clasaroan teacher can otten

correct mild conditions. H0\1ever, the nature of moat of

these disorders are such that spooi:tic instruction 1s necessary and the classroom becomos tho reentorc1ng agent .
8()1:le of tho corroct1ve sneasures that may be instituted arec
(1) drilling on 1solated syllables and v,ords, (2) partic1•

pating in exercises fot relaxation
(3) watching position

and f03!

breath control,

ot Ups and tongue 1n

a mirror, (4)

feeling vibrations produced by various speech elements,
(5) listening to ones oon voice on recordor, (6) strength~

ening and oontrolllng breath stream by blcm1ng ping~pong
balls, and (7) listening to and practicing specific sounds
and blends.

;

Harry J . Baker, lntgQdUCH: to f.xceptiffll
~ , 126. N8\11 York& The acmi
Company, l
•

Wt•
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Aggitorr l?§teotp

BPd

correg;tign.

Vihon partial

deetness is experienced, the child cannot dotect clearly
sounds.

Ho must do too much guessing in completing audio-

visual associations .~ In the Ola$sroom the teaehe~ w1ll
often notice a. child staring at her or turning his head to
the aide in order to hear what is being said.
many causes or 1rapa1red hearing.

There are

~ey are centered mainly

around stoppages of the vibrations or destruction of some
portion of the ear . Uost

or

these hearing defects are

caused by physical injuries or diseases.
The program

ror

the education ot tho deaf

ly deaf Should be flexible .

Ot"

partial-

The partially deaf child

should be all0v1ed to work w1th children who hear normally.

These children should take part 1n daily conversations
play l1aton1ng games :for auditory d1scr1JD1rmf:ion.

and

In more

extreme cases the children who ere luu:'d of hearir'..g ahoulc1
use amplification instruments,
AerutBl

Defects

AP&l,

CQr;ectiQJl.

dental detects in schools today.

t!any children

have

This may b8 caused by any

number of d1otary or physical daf1oienc1es .

A child cannot

oonoontrate on his 'iiork if his teeth are aching. A regular
six month check should be made by the school nurse or f'am•

1ly dentist ond necessary oorreotions should be made praoiptl.y.
6
Fay Adams, Lillian Gray and Dora Reosa1 T e ~
Chil(jrowc R9ad, 9 12,. Now York: The Ronald Press Can•
pany 0 l
"
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Children can 'be enoc:r.iraged to have teet h correotions made
by tho establ1shment

ot school dent al honOl' rolls . When

tho corrections are made, his name is placed on the hono?'
roll.

In some citios t he dental. societies avm.rd trophies

to the school that has had the most pupils to have dental
defects corrected.

Each pupil should be urged to see his

dentist at least twice each year whether or not any coxM

rections are to be made.
The heal-th status of childron is the most important
single elua to readiness to lea!'ning available to the

school.

FOl" ye~s educators have been presented with e,ri-

dence to support what appears to be a t/ery simple truth~
Undo!'naw:iahed eh1ldren find 1t diff'ioul·~ to carry on

school wo~k ertoctively.

POOl' vision, defective ha2ril1g,

the d:!.stUl"banee of a common cold, fatigue, nervousness,
ancor, frustl'at1on and even the attitude of the child t~ard
h1s teacher ru:o only a teu

or tho

conditions which are rec•

ogni.zed as factors which arteet learning.
The alort teacher is well aware of ·tho fact that 1n
teachiug boys and girls that there is a canplex relation-

ship which must be kept in appropriate balance it they are
to g:r0\7 up to beoane healthy men and women.

This teacher

also knCRJs that this balanee is not always the samo .

De-

termining the health status of a child 1s more than secur-

ing tho general p1oture o It involves knowledge of the devi•
ationa as ~elle Otten it is tbese day-today fluctuations
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or the chant:;os that occur ao the

day

wears on thnt have

greatest sign:tficav~e to the one who 10 guiding tho learning

ot a group of children. The health progrem which cm-

pbasizos tho health ez."llTlination at the beg1nn:i.na o! the

eehool year and neglects tho more intricate study of the
daily livine situation 1o out ot line with present-day
treD.ds and is :J.n9.dequate as a basis tor guiding intelli•

gently the development of oh1ldran. Since tho teacher must
be concerned with the physical, mental, social and emo-

tional well~bei,ng of. her pupils, it is necessary for the
sohool to provide as adequately as poss1blo the meens for

securir...g appropriate 1nf'ormat1on.7
SOCIAL FACTORS AF1'.,F£TING W.JlliING
'

IN ARITHMETIC

sogisil Ad jP§;m.ant. Learning

in every instance viill

not mean the memory of faots but the acquisition ot kno.vledge, understandings, attitudes and anything that may be
usof"ul in helping the child to adjust and control his on.vironment "8 The child needs to feel that he is accepted
as a desirable member of the social group. This feeling

_ ?John A Ramseyer, ":Making Educational 1!ao or~Health
Exam.1.nations, n 9.b.tltjhood Muoat;\on,. XXVI (Aprl.l9 l9;;,0) t

358-62..
8

Lee and Lee 9 2P•

cit,,

172.

of 11 bel0llging11 1s essential to the de~olopment or a stable

persongl1t7. Aside frcm this feeling of belongine, one o~
the c..t-1:lld'a principal necda 1s that ot security in the home,
school and social relations. The combination oi' those
elell!ents create uith:tn the child a dasire to lea-rn. It :ts

believed that pupils acquire a considerable amount of their
leari:ti.ngs by associating Tlith other pupils. Social aa;Just~ut plays a defillite role 1n tbG ieart'..1.ng process. Evel'y
ohild neads e no...~l social envirottnent in which he con

lea?."n, play and obtain needed guidance.

Opportun'itieo

should be prov;Lded f~ sooic.l aot1vitiea es well as learn...
:tng e.et_
1 vities in o~der to develop botte::- social relation-

ships.

§.gg1Ai UnderstandiJlg. To bo erfecti~e

in situations

which involve social relations tho child oust•

1. Bo able to tunetion as a member of tho various
groups or uhich he or she 1s a part.
2 . Be ca!lpetent 1n dealing w1th problems that arieo

in these groups.
3. Have developed such attitudes as will permt a
carefi'tl eons1dere.t1on of these problems.

41> Be able to locate and utilize quch mator:!al as
uilJ. beal9 upon these problems, '°'

The reel1zation of these bas1c needs is essential 1n the
development o! social understanding 1n children. F~· the
child to function properly in his envil'cmmont tnoro must
bo an avrarel'l..ess of the various cbanges that talro place 0

9

Lee and Lee~ RP•

...
ci1<.
,

2·

n£

7v.
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Now more than before it is urgent that 1ntormat1on and
understanding of the environment be acquired .

The devel-

opment of the atanic bomb, hydrogen bomb, Un1ted Nations

and other current issues demands definite understandings
and hot1 they may affect th~ welfare of the whole world .

one of the des1ros of schools today 1s to teach people to
live together harmoniously and domocrat1cally.

Demooracy

ie basod on sou-government. The essentials to ru11 form ot
self-government or self-contr ol are a respect for the ~111
of the majority, a recognition of the delegated authoritJ

of whoever has been elected to adm1n,ster the rules set up
by tho group and an understanding

or

the means by which
rules are to be follo;md until they ho.ve been changed •10

FOl' the individual to function properly 1n these act1v1t1es

ot social life there must be made individual adjustments .
These adjustments should be maintained by thorough understandings of the needs and nants ot the group.

group Jtelat!gp§h1ps . Children develop not only

1n

physical growth, but also in the ways 1n which they react
to other people and social situations 1n general.

Vlhen

children enter school they meet an entirely new situation.
As they progress fran grade to grade they cane 1n contact

with ner, teachers and classmates .
0

.11>.M• 9 302"

There 1s a cont1nuous
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question as hem group adjustment

rolatio~ will
/
Pai-t1cularl.y a1gn1ticant upon the think1ng and

develop .

tho overt behavior

or

and

children are the standards

or

values

held by the members of those u1th whom they come 1n contact.ll
Children ara affected by tho material worth of their group
members•

They are equally affected by snobbishness .

It 1s

the teacher's respons1b1litJ to assist pupils 1n the development ot a sound set of values.

There 1s need also for the school to exercise leadership 1n the education ot adult members of the community

regarding what should constitute the basis

or respect

for

human personality. Vlhen commtmity adherence to wealth as
a standard ot personal value exist 1n its extremo rorD! 9 an
1ndi"V1dual's acceptance by various groups may be mainly on
an economic basis•

If a oh1ld is accepted into such a

grou.p by forco of a dynamic personality

and

the possession

or qualities or leadership there may still be several
handicaps to be overcome.
and

In any group situation sharing

cooperation should be stressed thereby creating whole•

some and desirable relationships within the group.

EMOTIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING LEARNING

IN ARITHllETIC
Fear and Tpnid~J;Y o

Emotional behavior bas always

been a central problem 1n human relations. All children

11

R

Marie A Hehl Hubert He Mills and Harl
DOUglass ;:I'each1ng :Ip
Seh9ol,a 103 !low York a
The Ronald Pross Company,
•
0

Elelll!ij~ry

0
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develop re~ at one time or another .
causes far the development of fear .

There may be several
Teacher dan1net1on,

pupil acceptance and economic status may bring about this
condition.

Fear and t imidity may be e11rn1nated Wlder wise

guidance, provided there is no deep- seated reason fo.r their
appearance .

Such behavior not only thwarts the opportunity

tor learning, social

and

emotional maturation, but when

continued into later lite may lead to deviational responses
ao o solution to many problems .

Instead of !'acing and solv-

1ns the problem 1n a straight-forward manner the individual
may lie, cheat or prove his courage 1n certain irrational

ways . 12
Arpd.otx. Mild o.md.ety o.r concern about conditions

that affect an ind1V1dual's safety, hie plans or ideals
may bo a normal reaction, but if carried to an oxcesa and

tho causes exaggerated, the emotional condition bocanas
pathologica1. 13 Strains and conflicts of a child either
at home or at school interferes uith his physical functions
as \7ell as ability to think clearly and learn. When the
child is raced u1th problomt3 for which there is no apparent
immediate solution, it is easy to got into a state of nnx"
l2
Cecil

v.

Millard,

Chii g

Groy;tb

ffl Development,

4?5. Bostona D. c. Heath and Canpany, 9 1.
26 .

13tester D. Croo

N8\'J York:

and

Alice eroo,

l4>¥f'
!IYgieue,
9 1.

McGraw- Hill Book Canpaey,
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iety.

The cause of this anxiety oanplex should be dis-

covered and positive action taken to allininata tho condi-

tion.

Competij;ive Rivalry.

Competitive rivalry usually

occurs 1n the classroom without considerable encouragement.
Competition and rivalry are u1dely used as a motive for

effort among children at homo, in sohool and 'in informal
educational groups.

Competition ahd rivalry produces re-

sults in effort and in speed

or

accomplishment.

Howeve~ ,

there are individual ditte1•ences 1n responsiveness .

Same

children sher:; a strong desire to excel, soma remain calm
and

fairly indifferent to competition and still others are

frustrated

and

disturbed by it .

Often competition and

rivalry 1s prevalent among boys and girls 1n the same class
or bett'!ee.n ycnmge:• and older members of a group .

Competi-

tion and rivalry as a rieans of motivation has been used
advantageously, but there are other cond1t1orui that arise

that are not the uanted effect a.s, group .formations or
cliques .

ly

Co:npetition and rivalry should bo kept on a friend-

sportamanliko basis and should not became a conflict
1n the normal development of children. 14
and

Insecurity and Inferiority. There are many factors
in socio-economic status that affect children' s emotions

f4

I

Uarian E. Breokenridge and E .. Lee Vincent, QJ::glg

Doyelo~ent,- 648- 471. Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders company, 949.
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and

attitudes 017 Children develop occasionally feelings

of inferiority due to theil' unsatisfactory socio-economic
conditions .
many

It is possible that they do not possess as

mate~ial things as sane

or

their associates , but that

does mot moan that their mentalit-y is lcwer.

Often it is

observed that some of the u."'lderprivileged children surpass

the more fortunate children in everyday classroom work.

Regardless ot the ohild' s socio-economic status, experiences
should be selected and guided ns to meet h16 needs and
interests .

Provisions should ba made for the individual

diffe~ences of children and experiences shO'Uld be suitable
to the maturation level of the individual.
EDUCATIONAL FACTORS AFFF..CTING LEARIUiiG IN

ARITBMETIC
1,en,tal Me.tnritY11 Probably the greatest single cause

or. maladjustment of pupils and failure to mako satisfactory
progress in their school work is the lack of native intelli-

gence.

Inab:tlity to learn is a symptom of subnormali-ty.

Mental maturity is an important factor in the adjustment

or

an 1ndiv3.dual to the demands of society. Intelligence uti•
lized to achieve personal success , desirable and satisfying
group relationships 1s a decided asset .

1,Ibid. , 224.
16

Millard,

op,

citu 469.

16

An

individual's
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physical maturity is no indication or mental, mat'U!'ity.
thmiber concepts regardless ot training, assum.1.ng normal

experience, show development with aee.

In order to de-

velop to tho fullest extent, every child must be challenged
to work to the f"'1llest of his ability .

This is relatively a

siraplc: problem with tho normal and subnormal child, but

not in the case of the gifted child. 17

J;ntelligenqp Quotient. It was onco believed that
the I. Q. (intelligence quotient) remained constant . That
is, 1f a child shooed a high score in the first year of
entering school that this high score would be maintained
on any succeeding test .

That theory has beon abandoned to

state that, ratings on intelligence tests (I.

Q) vary

some~hat as phyeical 9 emotional a.~d educational changes

occur . 18

A

knooledgo or the I . Q. of an individual is

valuable to the classroom teacher .

Such knowledge aids in

the adaptation of instruction to the ability or the pupil,
in the classification and grouping of pupils and in dealing
with various problems

or

behavior and conduct .,

A low I. Q.

affords a valuable index to the possible cause of the failure

or

room.

a pupil to make satisfactory progress in the class-

The teacher can place greater rollance on the results

7
Lee and Lee 9

18

on, cit.,

lo6.

Brackenridge and Vincent, op.

cit,, 335.
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of a..~ individual test administered by a trained examiner
than one on tho results oi.' a group test .

The rating from

a group teat, valuable as ther are, are too unrel1able to
be oonoidered as :f.'1r..al in the case of auy single individ-

ual.19
fast School RecoEW!• Past school reeorda will give
an indication of the pupils progress th.rough past grades

and may assist tho teacher 1n determining tho weaknesses
throughout the child's sc,hool attendance .

The cumulative

record :ts begun \7hon tho child enters school

and

should

folloo him at least through the elementary school .

School

records will help 1n evaluating the progress made by the

pupil 1n all phases of the school program.

On such records

there should be family history, health data, anecdotal in-

cidents, personality development

a.nd

school experiences .

Information on previous tests are usually recorded
011

the cumulative record card.

This information may be

used as an indication of past ach1evement

and

placement.

This type of information should bo kept confidential and

should be usod primarily to give guidance tor the full development of the child. 20
9

Brueckner and Uelby, BP• cit., 100-101.

20

Lee and Lao, og . ci;t., 670-673.

CHAPTER III
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
In an attempt to justify the need tor a diagnostic
and

remedial program tor the pupils

or

the seventh grade

of the N. W. Harlloe School, Dallas, Texas, an interpreta•

tion

or

findings 1s necessary.

The use of 1'ind1ngs tran

similar investigations by leading edUQators 1n tho field ot
arithmetic have been used as guiding principles :1n this

1nVest1gat1on~
This study ia based on data obtained from school

cumulative records, personal interviews, school nurse

records, observation and teacher-made diagnostic tests (See
Apponc11c1es 2 a.nd 3).
The number of i'emales and males enrolled 1n the
seventh grade

or

H.

w.

Harlloe School, Dallas, Texas, is

shown 1n Table II.
fABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF SEVENTH GRADE PUPILS
ACCOlIDING TO AGE AND SF.X

Age
16.9

1;.9
15.7

15.,
l~.2

1;.1
15.0

Malo
l
2
2

l
2

Female

Total
l
2

l

1
l

2

(Continued on next page)

3
l
l
l

4
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TABLE II -- Q~jimyeg
I:

Age

?.!ale

14. ll

2

14.10

l

14.6

2

14.
14. 7
14. 6

3

1

14. 4

l

2

3

l
l

13.i
13.

13. 7
13 .6

4
l

2
2
4

l
2

12.3
12.

l
2

l2.?
12.6
12.~

2

l
1

12.3

12.2
l2.l
11.10

4

3

13.3

l2 . ll

;

4
1
2

2

13.5
13. 4

il

5
l

l
l

11. 1

Totals

5'3

7

7

5
5
2

2

6

,5

3

3
3

2

2
2

2

2
1

1
·2
l

2

11. 7

4

6

1

3

14.l
14. 0
13. 11
13.10

2

3

2

3
2

14.3
14.2

l
1

Total

2
4
4

3

14. 5

Female

3

~

2

1

3
2

l
l

2
2
2

l

l

1

67

l

120

It ie significant to note that of the group of onef

hundred

and

twenty boys and girls used 1n this study sixty-

two pupils or fifty-one and six-tenths per cent are fourteen ye~rs

or age

tuonty-eight

and

and above . Thirty-tour individuals or

throe-tenths per cent ot tha pupils range

1n age 1'ran thirteen years and three months to thirteen years
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and oleven months •

It is to 'be further observed that 1n

the group aro twenty pupils or sixteen and six- tonth per
cent whose ages :range fran twelve years

twelve years and eleven months .

or three

and

and

ono month to

There were only four pupils

three-tenths per cent whose ages ranged tran

eleven years and one month. to eleven years and t&n months .

Under normal conditions the average age
grade pupil 1s app.J."oximately thirteen years .

or a

seventh

In this group

of one-hundred and tl7enty boys and girls there was an age
range ot elevon years and on& mcnth to s1Xteen years and ·
nine months .

These data reveal that !!tty-one and silt•

tenths per cent of the group are above the normal age ot a

seventh grade pupil and forty-eight and four-tenths per
cent are of normal age and bel.~ normal age for this grade
level. Cumulative records1 on these one- hundred and twenty

pupils sho.v that tbirty-e1ght boys and girls or thirty-one
and six-tenths per

cent have been kept 1n previous grados

at different times during their school career. Nine persons
or seven and tive•tenths per cent entered school atter the
age of seven years .

Fifteen pupils or twelve and five-tenths

per cent of the seventh grade class came !'ran surrounding

Co:mmunitieso
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In tho group st'lldi~ thera were more fen?al es than
males 1n the gi•oup of one-hundred and twenty pupils .

S1.xty-se?en persons or fifty- five and ei~t-ten.t..lla pe~
cent or tlle group l'Tere girls .

Fir.ty-tbree indiViduals

ar torty-i'our and two-tenths per cent were boys .

In the

ovornge group of s1xty....two boys and girls oxactly fifty

perce~t t'7ere boys

and fifty

per oent were gi!-ls .

Tables III; irv, V and V! shoo the distribution ot
tho achievement scOl"es and the per cent or points of cain
o:r loss mado b7 the pupil s in the four croups of th:ta si.-udy.
Two tosto wero given to all the pupils 1n tho four croups.

These tests were teaeher~made d1agnostic teote .

Th.9 first

test 1s designated as Test A and the second test as Tost B.
Tho 1:i.l'st tost nas given 1n Octobor , 1953 and the second
tost :t~ December, 1953.

A poriod of s:L"tty deys of !"cmedial

1nstruotion tranapired between the adm:w.istration of the

tirot and the second test .
It is bolloved that the teacher-made test in.Sofar as
this particular study is concerned, althoue,.~ more restricted
than available commercial test• gave a better picture

or

arithmetical progress becauso or their spacial design for
thia speoii'1o study.

In reporting the toot :a.•esults ref...

ercnco to pupils is made by letters nhioh rep1•eaant tha
init1alo of their names .

Relative positions in the scale

wero determined by scores made on Test At the scoros boiJlB
arranged in order of their magnitude.
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TABLE III
PERFORliAHCE OF GROUP I (TWENTY-FOUR) PUPILS ON
TE.ti.CHER~HADE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS A AND B 9
(/- INDICATES PROGRESS, .. UIDICATOO
NON- PROGRESS)

'
Sco!'e

Age

Pupil
•

tw

14. 6
13.6
14.10
l4ol
13.11
14.ll
14.ll
14. 6

jb

13.7

kw
bw

jg

bo .

jl
br

er

sh

13 .,9

13.9
13.i
13.
13.9

mu
h:,
sj
fb
bs

14. 0

dt
hb

tc
br
cm

wa

cb
ja
jj

.

14.3
14.9
14. l
14. 3
14. 3
14.2
14. 11
14.6

15.7

Test A

October,

1953
83.1;

81.65
80. 45·
76.77
75-32

?,.oo

73. 90
?2.90
71.6;
71.6,

xi:'~
~-~
. 40
461125'

46.05
40.97
39.32
39.00
37.37
37.2;
31.77
27.2;
ll.l2

Y--.bST A

Range: 11. 12..83.15
f!ediana 64.30
llean s ;6. 93

Scoro

Test B
December

1953
81.9?
84. 05
88.21
88.21
,2.62
?3, 85'

73 .04
;2.44

64.ro
82. 0

Porcentage
of Proeross
or
Non-Progress

-1.18

,/,2.40

/.?.76

,/,11.44

-22.07

-1.15

-.86
-22.46
-6. 93

s;.09

,1,u .. 1;
,'14 . 52

5'9.92

,'.10
,'4.04

70.32

52. 44

,'1.,,

...3.17

43.08
70.32
66.14
38.08

,/,24.27
,12; . 17

37.44
34. 12
38.49

1,.07
~ .-13
72

21. 44

-1.24
- 17. 5'6

49.,32
32 ..45

1,22.07
1,22.13

TEST B
Range; 21.44--88.21
Median: 62.32
Mean: 60.02
ttediao gain: o.oo
llcan gain, ,'3. 09
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?ABLE I V
PERFORMANCE OF GROUP II (THIRTY- ONE PUPILS) ON
TF.ACHER•llADE DIAGNOSTIC TF.ST8 A AlID B

(~ INDICATES PRO~ - INDICATES'
lfOM-.PROG

Pupil

Score
Test A
October,

Age

1953

cs

14. l

i;

13. 5

cf

11. 1

ad
dm

jW

dl

ms
~

eb

jp

jl'

sr

b!
ul
or
co

db

ra
re

gy

hg
hb

st

dg
ja

me

nk
fs

14. 9

l2. ll
12. 0
12.3
14. 4
l.2 .6
14. 7
13 o9

13.9
1308
12. 7
13.7

14.9
14.5

13. 5
13. 7
14. 2

13.11

13.3

or

Non- Progress

64. ;2

67.ll

,'9. 3

61.40

i3-99
1 . 97

,'31. 99

65'. 60
64. ?0
62. 00

61.3i

49.,7

. ?6.54

45.32
4,.32

i4.l2
9.69

46 , 05

39.,7
37. ;2

24.00

13. 7

1953

24. 00

23 . 00
20. 00

16.00

14. 32
8ol0
a . 10

a.oo
,'oOO

-

of Prog.ress

74.0

?3 ~30

69. 02

14. 2

14.o
14. ll
14. 6
14..
14.

Toot B

Decombor,

,'14. 62

77.;,

i

15.7

Percentage

ScQre

93 .00
61.60
~ .81
3. 64

94. 60

33!>00
32. 40
31. 00
28. 00
27. 00
26. 27

13 . 11

S)

?6.01

84.o;
i6.l6
l .?6
4

i:ii

-1.60
... 49

-1,.95
-4. 3~
1,2.. 59

,'20. 57

,'26 . 9?
,'31. 96
- 11. 20
,'24.i
,'44.

,'38.64
,'48. 76
,'17-~,
/.2'1 ~ 6

6;.09

; 57.09

64. '/2
64.48

,'40.

66. 82

60.32
46.20

,'39.82

/.38-~

,'36. 32
,'2~ . 20

41.20

/.l . 92
110. 00
,t;6. 21
,'33.10

32.88

-2.~
,'24.

38. 92
26. 00·

70.,3

, . 20

16.64

TEST A

TEST B

Ranges 5.00...94.60
Medians 34. 96
Menn: 39.49

Ued an: 6~92

,tll.64

RanfOI $. 20•93.99
Ueana 61.
Median Ga1na ,t30.96
Hean Gain: ,'22 . 37
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TABLE V
PERFORUANCE OF GROUP III ('l.'\'IENTY•NINE PUPILS) ON

'TEll.CllER~l!ADE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS A AND B,
(,J INDICATES PROGRESJA • INDICATES
NOll- PR0G

Pupil
ad
dj

3h

mn
(1m

de

Age

13. 8
13.6

jb
1k
ab

14. 2

eb

bh

:1
r,merg
bb

hh
jm

bl
kb

er
nr

~tjk
op

uk

October ,

19;3
97.90

14. 2
14. 8
12. 2
15'. 0

14. 8
12. 6

ffl!1

Score
Test A

u.7

14.10

94.22
80.62

79.90

76.75
?5.82

70.82
70.40
68.67
67.95

;2.i,

14. 2
1,. 0

4?.;

12.1
14. 8
14. ?
12. 8
14. 8

42. ,2

1.!1.4.2.,7

16. 9
14. 4
1,. 2

14. ,
15. 0
14. 4
1,.9

14.4
1;.1

46. 82

45.02
44.62

3g.27

J -5.7

3~.62
3 .45

3;.o;

31.27
29. 82

23.72
21. 2,
18. 00

17.42

13.00
13.00

TF,ST A

Range: 13.00..97. 90
liedian: 43. 77
llean: 48. 91

S}

Score
Test B
Docember,
19,3

94.78

95. 20

86.26
95.61
95.72
8~-76
7 . 22
62. 21
85. 56

81. 80
?~. 12

6 . 72
78.76
94.68
'/8.00
73. 24
60. 17
70.9i

68.6
'n-7~
45. 2

Percontago

or

Progress

or

Non-Progreso

-3.12
,t.98

1,r;.64

,e1g.11
,/,l .97
,;_7.94
~-40

.19
,'16.89

.,'2e1i.a,
. 17

,'20.87
,'31. 94

,'49.66
;133.38
,'30.72

,'20.90
,'32.40

,'31.o6
,'35.30
,'10.23

62.84
;6.60

,131.;i

,,.76

,'34.;1

;6.60

;/-26.i
;l32. 8

49.ri
5'1. l

,'31.72

,3.11

60.56

,'34.72
,'4-0.11

.µ,7.56

TEST B
Range: 4,.28-9,072

72. ll
lleans 72.29
Median gainl ,'29.34
:Mean gain: ,'23.38

lledian i
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TABLE VI
P.&RFORttf\NCE OF GROUP IV (THIRTY-SIX PUPILS) ON
TEACliER•t!ADE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS A AUD B,
(/. INDICATES PROGRF.SJJ - llIDICATES
NON• PROG

Pupil

Ago

Scoro
Test

Octobor 9

,195~
yh

S)

Score

Test

Doeembo1·,

195'3

I

Pe~centage
of Progress
or

Non-Progress

77+20

81. 56
36 . 40
87. 80

dd
m7

sb

56.1?

ah

rl
ts

70,73

41. 81

;0.96

fh

h3

49. 13

ao
et .

59. 32

43 . 08

,7. 00
49.72
41. 61
30.16

jp
bj
db

re

52. 24

bg
bm

34.76
37.88

dl
pl

18. 72

21, 34

lm

29.33
44.93
38. 00
46.80
391>,3
13. ;2
38. 08
22. 89
14. 36
18. 72

aj

ar

jl

es
lo
WO

be

l"O

ft
tj

10. 81
63. 88
20. 80
20. 80
12. 48

rs

1h

ec

1m

sl

13. 5'2

dj

Test A
Rangel 3.00-73 .35
l!ediana 21. 11
?leans

23. 73

Test B

Range s 10.81- 87.80
Yed1an: 38.81
uean: 40.17

l!ed1an gain•
/.l?.?O
Hean ge.1na

,'16 . 44
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1'1enty- tour pupils were given tho ttbeforo" and
n attor"

tests in Group I .

Of this numbor fourtoen pupils

or fi:f'ty-eight and three- tenths per cent showed gains whilo
ten pupils or f ort:y- one and seven•tonths per cent failed
to shcm progress .
and girls .

Group

II consisted of thirty- one boys

Tcrenty-f1ve individuals or eighty and six-

tontbo per cent of the group showed gains while five pupils
or nineteen and tour-tenths per cent fa1lod t() shoo progress .

Twenty-nine pupils or ninety-three and one-tenths

pe~

cont

of Group III showed gains on th& second test, while two

pupils or six and nine-tenths per cent failed to shoo pro-

~ess.

Group IV, tho largest group tested oensisted ot

th1rty-o1x boys and girls.

Thirty-tour individuals or

ninety-four and four-tenths per cent sh(7(fed gains .

Tcro

persons or five and siX-tenths per cent shooed no progress .
For Group I the achievement scores on Test A
ranged from 11. 12 to 83. 1,.

The median cf this group was

64. 30 on Test A and the group mean was ;6. 93 ,
\

The scores

on Test B for Group l ranged from 21. 44 to 88. 21. Tho
group median £or Group I on Test B was 62 . 32; the group

mean 60. 02 .
second test.

The median for Group I sbUHod no gain on the
The mean gain of Group I on the second tost

was relatively small, 3.09 points .
For Group II the scores on Test A ranged from 94,.60

to a low of 5. 00.

'J.'he median for this group nae 34.96 on

Test A and tho mean was 39. 49.

The scores on Teat B for
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Group II ranged from 93 . 99 to , . 20.

The J:1edian ror

Group II on Test B ~as 6,.92 and the moan was 61.86.

median gain on the second test r;as 30. 96 pointa .

The

Thora

was a mean gain for Group I I on Test B of 22. 37 points.;
Fm- Group III tho scores on Test A ranged from

97.90 -to 13 . 00 \)

The modian for this gl'oup on Test A was

43. ?7 and the mean 48 , 91.

On Test B tho scores- f;:an

Group III ranged from 95. 72 · to 4!). 28., The median for
Group III on Tost B was ?2 . 11.
on Ta-Gt B was 72 . 29.

Tho mean tor Group III

The median gain on the second test

was 29. 34 points , tho mean gain being 23.38 points.

For Group IV tho achievement scores rangod tran

?3,35 to a low

or

3. 00 on Test A with a median of 21. 11

and a mean or 23. 73.

The scores on T~st B for Group IV

rap.gad fran 87. 80 to 10. 81; th~ median boing 38.81 and
the group moan 40. 17. G:oup IV showed a median ga~ ot

17, 70 points and revealed a mean gain of 16.44 points.

The aim

or

this investigation was not primal'ily

to raise group medians or means ,

_table ga1no in both medians
and IV~

and

Although there were no-

means ror Groupe II, III

Group I failed to shCNI a gain 1n group median,

but sh0\7ed a small gain in group mean11

The objective was

to discover each pupil's difficulties~ the cause of theso
difficulties and to undertake possible adjustment through
remedial instruction\) Attention was given to those pupils

Whose sooras wore Dersistently loo and whose work habits

43
impedo their progress .

There are many reasons vby pupils

test scoreo ve.!!y from timo to time. These changos may bo
due to failure to give similar cooperation on all ocoas1ons,
ditfe~ences in temperamontt laok of attention, poor physical
conditions and emotional instability.

A sooro 1s o. cere

symptom of the way the 1nd1V1dual chooses to react to a
test situation. A tost xnoasures what is dooo u:1th tho
particular material under the given conditions.

CHAPTER IV

A REMEDIAL FROG.RAM IN ARITHMETIC FOR THE
SEVENTH GRADE IN THE N. Yi., HARLLEE
SCHOOL, DALIA~, TEX.AS

fh1los2Pbi• In our domocrat1o society arithmetic
is an integral pa.rt of the expariencos of every individual.
It ue :aocept the orderly, purposeful growth of the indi•
vidual and society as the goal of public education, then

it 1s especially important that every individual acquire
kncmledge and appreciation of the concepts of arithmet!o
and. their social application.
Tho child's graotb is the coro of

O'lll'

philosophy. 1

In accordance with this tundamental principle, the broad-

fields ctll"rioulUlll plan for the schools of Dallas 1s based

on considerations pertinent to caring for tha growth needs
of the childrono It is believed that thi~ orga.'lizational

plan allwa opportunity to~ the teacher to provide opti•
mum grmrth experiences for children.
Aritbmatie 9 when taught as a broadfield, ombracas

the acquisition, not only of the basic mathematical skills

but also the numerous social experienoes which are becoming
increasingly important to the individual in our changing
world .

'"t

QJlrl3t~;t&lum w Agt;l~, 9.
Independent School District, 19 •
1,'he

Dallas a Dall.as
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guiding Princ1plgs fgj• the Arit?nneti9 Progrqm.

Every ~hild han a continuing neod for developing iru:iieht
into the environment in which he lives through numerous
and varied nuober problems.

It is not enough to know -~ho

tuult1pl1cat1on tables, to l'ecitc rules or to work ntypa
problems11 , 1n arithmet1c.

The child ts real need 1s to be

able to recognize probloms, choose a moans of solution and
ee;rry them to 8Uccessf'ul conclusion. lia should be able to
ao this .nth confidence, accuracy and speed•

In order to ful.t1ll these needs co~ta1n guiding
principles tor a suoeassftll arithmetic p~ogram must be
tormulatad. According to a report made by the Association
£or ChildhoOd Education,

2

tho follooing guiding pr1ncd.plos

should be considered in develop~ an az,ithmotic program,

1. The first stop in effeetivo arithr.iatia
teaching is to stimulate an interost 1n
numbers by providing pupils tt1th man:, .
varied useful quantitative experiences
which will load them to identify these
experiences with their appropriate sym•
bols.

Both planned and 1nc1dental nllI!'l•

ber experiences aro
alone 1s adequate.
children to acquire
discovery should be

nooesoary9 neither
Opportunities fc.r
number ideas through
prcn1ded,

2. Each child's specif'ic arithmetical vocabti.lary must be built through a wido variety
of hie oon actual exper1encos and be used
in many practical situations which p~ovo
bis correct understanding.
2

EM~~!

L G ~ s~uonce tor
Schools,'r~itmget½o
; l.\a.d sonslvscons
Cooperative .....u.-....ng

gram, Bulletin 17, October, 19~0.

Pro--
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3 ~ Since the social need of ar:tthoet1c prC>i!o
eessas should be demonstrated at tho out.sot, each now process should begin in the
onv1romnent. Every subject matter al'ea
provides untold opportunity tor supplemontary arithmotio expe~iences that u111
not only "fix" the principles, but will
develop further insight t accuracy end
speed.

4. The age or grade level at which any child
can otteotlvely attempt any arithmetic
process or phase depends upon hem st10eess~
fully bis personal o~erioncGs hew established his 'U!lderlyina insight into WElber
relationships.

5. The teacher should explore the child's

background of mathematical experiences
and shO!lld diocovor his 1nd1v1dual oapacity tor tmd8l's·cand1ng ot new proeossoe .

6. Duo to the ,:vide range of arithmatic :readi•

neos and ability at each level, both illdi•
vidual and group instruction are imperative~
Instruction must fit the 1nd1v1dual ll9odo
and lovola of understandings of tha child.,.-on
in order to eballenee thoir continucnw

effort.

7. In

<l't'der that all groups may havo a cot'Elon
background of achievement t minimum stand•
ards or normal achievement should be set

to:

each grade .

Such standards should ba

a n i'lOOl'" and not a

n ce111ng11

or achieve•

mnt.

8. "&lary teacher must ~iJlingly accept fUl1

roapons1b1l1ty tor ma1ntenanoo or the
m.in:tca1m sJd.lls and prooasses which ore
inherent in all successively higher arith--

mGtic procedures•
9. Derlces are justified V1hon they stimulate
the nupil' s interest or increase bis parC$
t1c1pat1on 1n the oorreoting, proving or
1mpro'11ng of ~ithmetic understandings.
10. Skilltul aritm:iet1o teaching will develop
1nd1vidunl respoct tor good \'loitlrrnanAhiP,
tor clarity and detinitonoss of 1.md81"stand•

4?
1ng and fo~ the part pl.e.yod by math•
en:iat1cal kncmledgo in social and 1ndustl'i•

al lif'e .

ll. Ability to place quant1tativo ideas 1n
their p~oper relationships ond skill 1n

the A11minat1on of tho irrelevant to attain econany in think:1.?1.g ai·e the essont1al
elel:lents in problem solvin,g. SOI:18 children
can do these two things only 1n tho simplest
ot situations.

l2. An adequate supply of illustrative ma...
ter1als sueh ns objects tor counting or
for asser.ibling into groups, standard
measures and quantities to be measured,
picture charts and toy money are assontial
to effective teachi..~g.

l3, A concept met in many varied associations
1s remembered longer than one seen scve~al
times 1n one association.
14. ln order to help the child learn coro
easily, tho mathematioal processes should •
be arranged in logical steps 01' levels a~
carding to the amount 0£ dirt1oulty or
reasoning required tor understanding.

15. When starting a ne\Y process, tata nothing

for granted, start with the siznplest con~
cept and work through logical steps to tho
present situation.

16. Eean.tngrul understandings! developod

through ~ varied expor enees, t1USt

precede practice if learning 1s to bo
e£i'ectual.
17. Frequent evaluation or individual and
group learning and progress is Gssential
to etteotive teaching .

L11muise, self...

evaluation of one's daily work and pr~.;;-oss
should be dovelopad ,3

Apns AM ,fµrpope§ of the Arithmetic

Prwam•
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The

chief aim and purpose or arithmetic, whether the learning

process is concerned With uritten examples or problems to
be solved, 1s the mastery of the world. on the quantit~t1ve
side through number concapts. This means the ability to
estimate quantitatively in numerical terms the varied objects and forces 1n the physical uorld as related to man.

To gain mastery ot the number concept a child must
have a varied number

or experiences,

ing things or the objective world.

especially 1n measur•
He must measut"e, an-

alyze, compare tuld express the results 1n number language.
Be must be familiar uith the standard measuring units

both conventional and natural which aro in common use
among people .

Tho following units ot measurement are

some of the yardsticks in nu111ber concept I the m1nuta, hour,

day, year, pound, ton, dozen, score, square toot, square
yard, square mile, acre, gallon, peck, bushol, scale ot
degrees on the thermaneter, degree of longitllde or latitude, revolution per minute t horsepot1er and dollar• Along-

side of these measures are processes 1n a large number of
positive number facts uhich the child must memorize 1n

order to make succe~sf'ul progress in s.ritbmet1c uork.

ma,ct;pns gt the

Ari~l}met1,9 Program. We may recog•

nize the two major phases of arithmetic as the mathematical
phase and the social phase. It is the goal of instruction

1n arithmetic "to teach the nature and use of the number

•
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system in the affairs of life and to help the learner to
utilize quantitative procedures e!'t~ctively in the achieve-

ment of his purposes and those of the social orde~ of
which he ia a part.
1'his general point

or view

1s presented moro in

detail by the following analysis of four specific closely
related tuncticms of aritbmeti~, namely; canputat1onal,
1ntormat10Da1, sociological and psychological functions .

l . The computational tu.notions involve the objective
of developing:

a . The ability to manipulate number processes
with reasonable spoed and accuracy.
b . The ability to manipulate processeo 1n
the solution of verbal problems.
c. 1be ability to check ona•s work.
d. Slle ability to make estimates .
2 . The 1ntormat1onal function inoludes ,

a . Knot1ledge of essential historical aspecta
or the development ot numbei- and 1ts
application.
b . tr.nowledge of the currant status and practices or such social institutions aa money,

waga~,_banking, taxation• insurance and
the lllte .

c . F.nowledge or nays in which number has
tac111tated measurement.
d . Kncrcrlodge of instrmnents ot precision
and hem to 1.1ae them.
e . KnO\"lledge ot the types of information

essential to intelligent computation.

3. The sociological runetion stresses social

issuea as•
a. The contribution of number to tho davolopnment ot social cooperation.

problems and

b • Tho values and shortccrn1ngs of va.2:ious

social institutions as! measurement,

taxation and distribufuon. institutions

c . lletho.:ls
or are poasiblo.
that areof
ncm1mprf!~ttemopsot"'d
be.u-16 a
v

d . The soeiology of humber and its contribution to the progress of science.
4 . The psychological function inclimea:

a . Uhderstanding and appreciation ot the

structure of our number system.

b . Development of clearer quantitative oonc~pts a.nd meaningM vocabulary.
c . Ability and disposit ion t o use quantita•
tiva methods as the basis of preeise,
accurate orderly think1n,g.
d . Ab111ty to arrange simple statistical
data presented in obarts .
e . Ability to read and evaluate tactual
data 1n tabule.r Ol" graphic torm .
t . Ability to discover and express rolat1onsh1ps between variables .. the runctional

concept.
g. Appreciation of geometric .form.
h , D1spos1t1on to apply quantitative tech-

niques to study of problems of one's
everyday lite.
1 . Ability to estimate and express the extent
to which error is likely to be presented
in a partionlAr set of dat a.
j . Ability to use nuxnber as a basis of predict1on.4

Diagnosis
A,r1;tr.oo:J;~.

Qt Difftclil;Mes

w ya;1ow, fliases

Q.t

It htls been inereasinelY recognized 1n recent

yea.re that tha instructO!', if hor teaching is to be effective, must supplement her general class teaching by

more speo1t1c treatment and effort with individual pupils.
To conduct such individualized teaching intelligently,
the toachor I'eqllires detailed infarmation as to the strength
and weaknesses of the 1lldiv:tdual pupils .

•

4·

L

-

Diagnostic pro-

II

Leo J . Brueckner and Foster Grossnickle, RmL..l:2
M~ton
Ari;tmnetic l!~M, 170. Philadelphia• J'olme.
ccmpany,
•

5'1
ceaures will give her such information. In this d1a6...
nostic work test serves a very useful i'Uhct1on.

Through the diagnostic prooedtU'e the teacher comes
to recognize tho d1f'f1oult1as that enst tor the pupil 1n
the given process or sk1ll; the obntacles ho has encounter-

ed, the pitfalls he has met, the erro:rs he bas made and
the ueaknasses ho has developod ,

With thio detailed 1n....

formation tho teacher is able to apply the specitio cor•

rective .measure required-.

l!lfAf2!0S1S 9t Difgicµl.,t~ea 1A V41Ple Nyplb(}lS. Whole
numbers aro considered as the root or all work in arithmetic .

If. tho pupil has difficulty in mastering these

fundamentals his future progress 1n more advancod work 1n
arithmetic will be handicapped .

To begin witht the toachor

should observe the performance l~el and work habits
the pupils .

or

If there are 1ndicat1ons of hea1tat1on on

certain types of problems, no doubt tho pupil is having
difficulty.

An analysis

ot li?'itten work will

.reve31 the

nature of the d1ffioult1oa encountered by tho pupils.

Tho

papa? will ahem, for instance, that ha dooa not kn.ot1 hoo
to solve a given type of problem or ha uses inoorroot pro-

cedures 1n attempting to work 1t. After these observations
and EWJ.1lys1s have been made a diagnostic test should be

adJninistered to pinpoint those diftioultlee .

The study

ot teat papers mll ~aveal moot of the ~st1.ng d1tf1cul•
ties, but it is necessary to consider previous observation.a

5'2
and analysis

ot written uork before formulating definite

c,nclusions ,

lba most common kinda of faults in each operation
with uhole numbers wero eroupod by Brueckner•
.Faul.to :Ln Addition

1. Errors in canbinationn

2 . Counting

3 • Car~ ditticultios
4, Faulty procedures
5, Lapses and miscellmleous faults
Faults in Subtraction
l . Errors in oanbillatio.ns
2 . Counting

3. Borr~ing difficulties
4 , Faulty procedures
; . Lapses and miscellwloous faults

Faults 1n ~ult1plioat1on
1. B.t-rors 1n oanb1na.tiona
2 . Counting

3. Carrying
4 . Faulty procedures
5. tapnes and miscallanoouo faults

6. Illegible figures
Faults in Divist on

l , Errors 1n combinations
2 . Counting

3. Remail'lder difficulties

4, Faulty procedures
, • Lapsos and miscellaneous taulto
6 . Errors :ln subtraction and mult1pllcat1an5
The 11st shoos that cortain errors uero cado in
eaoh operation.

there is need for specific help ~here

tha occurrence of the aano error is obcerved in one or

________________,_

mo.re processes.
,
reourrances
.

;

There may be sevel't1l causos for these

Sane of those causes are: (a) lack of skill

Brueclmer and Melby, 2P• c1,t . ,209...211.
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with the number facts, nnd (b) lack ot Ulltierstanding of

the processes • Hcmevor, 1t hao been noted that errors
ara often cnusod by careless plac81!lellt or figures and poor

wr1ting .

or n1tt1guL,t12a

1n Fragt1ona. Ua.ny of
the techniques for detecting deficienoies in traotiono

Diagnosis

may be carried 1n the

68.I!le

man.nor as 1n oholo numbers,

that is, observation ot pupils work and t1ork habits, analysis of oral responses and written work

ana

interpretation

ot tests 1n doterm1ning spcc1f1o d1fficult1es . In frae~
•

t1ons, hooever 9 there 1s the addition of a greater mmber

ot aet1v1t1es as•

finding the least common denominator 1n

addition and subtraction

ot fractions, multiplying '1hole

numbers and f'l'aotions, multiplying tractions nnd mixed

numbers, multiplying fractions by fractions, inverting

or

terms 1n tho division ot tractions , dividing whole nmn-

bers and fractions, dividing tractions
and dividing tractions bf fitactions .

and mixed

These

many

nmbers
processes

may pz-ovo to be very contusing to a pupil nho has not had
sufficient understanding of the tundamental procoeaes 1n

arithmetic.
D;.arsoa3,Q of Diffigulties 1A P§oi_mals, • As the pupil

progresses in arithmetic he t1ndo that oach step oay

1.n-

volvo the usage of the previous mrk. So 1t :ls uith the
study of decimals .

i'he pupil not only has to use the pro-

cosaoo used in whole numbers, but ncrn must use aano of tho
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steps involved in fractions . Diagnosis 1n decimals u!ll
follaw a sirni~ pattern to that ot the prov1ousl1 mentioned phases of arithmetic •

In dee•ls the pupil comes 1n

contact with more new tunot1ons to be learned aa, proper

use of the decimal point in addition and subtraction and

the correct placement of tho decimal point in the results
cf mult1plioation and d1Vis1on problems .

Some of the com-

mon errors to look for in decimals are: (a) railUl"e to

place properly the decimal point 1n the &ns\'ler 1n addition
and subtraction problems, (b) failure to place nddends

1mder _the proper vertical columns when presented hor1zcm,-

tally, (o) ta1lure to place correetly decimal po1nt and
zeros when tho decimal fraction of the minuend has fevrer
places, (d) failure to place correctly the decimal point
and

zeros in the minuend when it is e whole number, Co)

inoOl"reot placement 0£ decimal point in the quotient ct
a division of decimal problem, and (f) ta1llll'e to place

zeros 1n the quotient when neoessary.

Mwmas.ta.,,Qf Difti9plties 1a

Pi£Oblmn Solving.

Pr~

blem solvlng or word problems as they are sanetimos called.,
seems to be one ot the major phases of arithmetic 1n which
most difficulty is found .

It is believed that ono of the

reasons for this ditficulty is the pupil's 1nab111t1 to

read and comprehend•

An

ana~rsia ot the processes in-

volved in solving typical problems suggest that the toachor

shOUld use the .following analytical test to locate posoiblo

;,
sources of weaknesses in genoral problem solvil)g ability.
l . Analytical test of ar1tbzoot:tc processes to discover the dogree to which inaccuracy nna in-ability to pertorm the computations reouired
in the solution ot the problems are the sources
of the deficiency.

2. Tests of basic 1nrormat1on, such as, formulas,
knocrledgo or tables of measure., and so on, reqUired i'or the solut1.on ot problem. There aro
no standard tests available . However~ most
textbooks contain informal test of th1s kind .
The teacher can also easily prepare others.

or arithmatie voeabUlary, including ex...
pressions dealing w1th tho varioaa quantitative
relations involved_, to d1scOl'/er the extent to
Whioll lack of voca1>ulary is a taetor o The Pressy
and the Bruocknor Vocabulary Testa are of this
type .

3. Test

4. Teat ot careful silent reading, such as the
Gates Silent Reading Test and the Sangren-Woody Reading Tests, to d!soover the extent
to ~h1ch weakness 1n reading may contribute to
inability to solve problems.

5. fest on the analysis of v-erbal problomo,

in••

eluding exercises stating the process to be
used in solving the problem, what is to be
found and tha facts given in the problem.
The Compass Diagnostic !rest and the Stevenson
Analysis Teats are helpful.

6. Tost on the ability to estimate answers of
problems. There are no standard test • Howover most arithmetic textbooks and Tiorkbooks
prov!de simple tests of the ability to estimate

arumere.

7. Test tor det~l'l!lining the extant or the cxpor1•

once background of the pupil essential to the
,mderstanding of the topics being considered.
The Brueclmer Test on Understanding of Quanti•

tative Relati~e!!~~
general expei•,l,JU

-

l>Leo

J . Brueckner,

~~~~o~e~iur~e
~u:i.6
,
0

~t:i~naSocie
pa~io~~
Dia~g~,
y i'OX' e S udy

284. Thirty-fourth Yearboo •Pu~lic School Publishing Comof Edu.cation. Bloomington: •
pony, 193;.
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In teach!Jlg arithmetic t0day 1 problem solving has
caused the teacher more difficulty than an.y other phase
of arithmetic.

However,

niacy

or the diffi culties e~

countered in teaching problem solving could be avoided

if the propensity to classify them by means or superti~

c!E;.l e~arn,nat1on were resisted ra1?,.~r than according to
the relationships

or

their quantities to each other.7

There are several difficulties observed in problem
solving, but one or the major ditticul.ties is that of

cooiputation.

Pupils fa11 to make their computations ae...

curatoly, causing a large percentage of theil' solutions
to be incorrect •

In addit1on to inaccuracy or computa;..

ti ons, the chief !'actors which contribute to difficulty
in solving conventional verbal problems area (a) failure

to comprehend the problem in whole or part, because of

the lack of expor1enco and ina.billty to Visualize the sit•
uation; (b) deficiencies in reading, such as, inability
to locate information, inability to remember what 1a road,

inability to read tor details; (c) inability to porform
the computation involved, either because he has failed to
learn it or haa forgotten the procedures (d) lack of

understanding or the various processes, res\ilting in the
random trial of any process that may cane to mind 1n order
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to got an arumer; Ce) lack or k:not7ledgo of essential facts;
(f) lack of knc,alodgo or rulea and tormulas I (g) laok

ot or,..

derliness 1n arrElng:lng YJritten uarkJ (h) ignore.nee of

quantitative relations duo to 11Jilited vooabulary or to
lack of untiersto.nding ot principles; (i) laok or interest,
duo to inability to solve problems because or their dif-

ficulty, unattract1veneso and gonernl low level or merit;
{j)

level of mental ability too la;; to graop the rolo.tions

implied and (k) lack of practice 1n aolving verbal pro~
lcms. 8

Ben;odioJ.

ToslJmrggos

to El3p1ooto DiW2ultle,s.

Diagnostic methods a.re valuablo and should be understoOd
by all toachoro 1n all subject areas .

io onl1 halt tho procedure.

H~evor, d1acnos1s

Remedial instruction 1s the

other half and io equally important .

It is not enough to

lmoo what doficionoies the pupils hove, we must know hot7

to guide thGt1.

Materials should be construoted ror sya...

tomatic practice in the various functions ot ar1thmot1a
nitb tho p\ll'poso of attaining specific objectives. Through
diagnostic procodures tho teacher can determino mlicl1

phases t1ill require more instruction and drill than others •
In preparing this material, the difficulty of the nucber

phases must be considered so that the steps ot diffioultu
8
Brueckner and Grossnickle,

op, cit, ,

452 •

;a
el'O

presented cno at a time and 1n the eo.r:reot t0i.1'ching

order.

One ot the aims of this 11wastigation was to es-

tablish a functional method ot

USL"'lg

practice mtor1a1

as a rogi~ classrooni procedure ~ In order to tocus the

pupil,s attention upon tho operation in which he is defic•
ient and to overcome one dii'fioulty at a time, it seems
best to practice on each operation separately.

In that

way the pupil has a definite goal to att ai..'l during

11

given

period of tine and is not confused by trying to do too
many operations at the same tinle.

J!il.;!W.nat!ng 12;2.Uipyltigg 2.a.Fb.Ple"Nym])g:&h All effective testing programs should involve the follcming pro,,;.
cedures, (l) give tests, (2) locate tnd1Vidual difficulties,
(3)

apply remedial instrU¢tion, and (4) give test again to

aeo if remedial instruction has been effective. The re..
medial inst!.'uetion, beginning with work 1n v1hole numboro,

nae planned to cover apprOXimately twelve weoks . All of
the uork was done during the regUlar class recitation
period .

Special periods were devoted to remedial work

cons1st1ne 0£ fitteon minutes, three days of tho wook.

Durill8 tho first, second and th1rd weeks pupils uere given

Practice and lnstruetion in the four fundamontal proeossosa
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of
'Whole numbers .

They were asked to open their textbooks

at pages containing proble1.11n 1n uhole number a • A survey

,9
of tho material '1as made to deterIJine tho facts given and

decido \'7bat process or processes ehould be used to solve
the problems•

During other class periods a group of prob•
I

lems uere written on the boru.-d.

Tho pupils were instructed

to use the appropriate methods t·1hich were given prenously.
The restiltc of this study were analyzed and those pupils

continu..tnc to make similar errors were given individualized instruction or group itl.6truct1on, depending on the

ntll!!ber of persons hav-J.ng the same difficulty.

E;t:bn\pating P1i:t+cs!t#;ea ix\ F:i~gtig. The tourtb,
fifth and sixth weoks were devoted to ret10dial itlstruction

in fraotions using procedut'as s1milar to those used uith
whol,e nU!'llbers .

After the errors and difficulties in umtk

with fractions were analyzed, the remedial instruction
needed uas apparent .

It tbe pupils did not undel'otand tho

processea 7 reteaching of these processes uas ooceosary.
If lack or skill with the basic facts caused inaccuracies,
clx-ill on those facts uas given.

A certain amotmt of ro-

teachihg of tractions was necessary porticularly in addition and subtraction, before practice wa~ given.

This

reteaching procedure was dona during regular elasn period.

Spec:lal inst.ruction uas given in multiplication of mized
numbers so that the placement ot partial products would
not cause further difficulty.

The difficulties in divi-

sion of fractions were remedied by explainiµg \7hich f~uc•
tion is the "divisor" and that it is the divisor that is
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aluays "inverted" .

Special instruction was given :i.n

the reduotion of all -answers to lcmest term9 .

mlUil!Mting Difficulties 1n Deg;J,ptal§ , Remedial
instruction 1n decimal fractions was given during tha seventh, eighth and ninth weeks .

Th1s 1nstruct1on involved

the remedial procedures applied in whole numbers and trac•
tions and more specific instruction on the proper use ot
the decimal point. Addition

and

subtraction or decimals

were arr~ed in column form presented little difficulty.
The necessity for keeping the decimal points under eaoh
other was emphasized. Irregular columns caused sOille ccnfusion.

The pupils who were not sufficiently familiar

witb this type of problem was more confused.

It vias

pointed out that gaps did not afteet the regulal· procedure
or adding or subtracting•

This was il.lust1·atad by filling

the gaps with 2eros.
In givine instruction on the placement of decima.l

points in multiplication and divis1onf examples were used
with correct answers given.

This relieved the pupils of

any difficulty w1th eanputations and gave them opportunity

to devote full attention to the task at hand, namely, pr°"'

per placmp.ent of the decimal point.
EJJ.minating

p1rncµ1tiea in Problem sol'lfin&•

Pl-ob...

lem solving involved a oombinat1on of all the previously

ment1onod_procedures with emphasis on reading tor oornpre•
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hension and vooabulary study.

This instruction nas given

dll!'ing the tenth, eleventh and twelfth treeks .

Pupils were

given opporttut..ity to oake problems involvine their own

experiences and situations of the homa and community.
Particular interest was shown 1n problems of buying food,
clothing and paying household expanses ,.

A few boys and

girls had after-school jobs and chose to make problems on

how they used their wages .
part oi their activity.

They kept expense accounts as

BJ doing this they were able to

see h0t1 their mon,ay was spent .

some were able to set

aside a part of their wages each week and started savings
accounts .
Experiments shO\V that it is possible to bring about

a substantial impr0\1ement in the ability of pupils to

solve verbal problems .

The following general principles,

baoed on the results of these exporiments, are generally

accepted as a basis 1n the d~valopment of po.1er to solve
verbal problems:

1 . HaV'ing the pupils to solve many interesting,
well- graded problems during the arithmetic
period • Uore problems of this sort are needed
than are found 1n some arithmotio textbooks.
The teacher should take advantage of the many
opportunities that arise in tho uork or tho
class in their other subjects to brine out the
ur.es of tlUI!lbor processes and to give the pupils
c~crete experience in the manipulation of
numbers in piaetical situations.

2 Superior pupils apparently can devise efti•
• cient tochniques of problem~solving~ and they
should not be taught a single, set tach11iquo.
All pupils should be oncouraeod to suggest
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solutions when new types of work axe presented;
that is, sounder pedagogioally than to asauma
that soJ.uti.ons must be initially presented by
the teacher .

3• Increasing the accuracy of c01eputation in

problems by systematically organized oractice
exercises on number processes and inaiating
that all coniputntions be cheeked will increase
scores on problem tests by eliminating n'U!l!erous errors ar1sing 1n computation.

4., Exorcises 1n careful reading, of the kind included in many reading and nr1thmet1c text...
books and in supplementary work...type readl,llf;
materials and ar1thnlet1c workbooks , are very
helpful. Requiring pupils to restate problems
in theil' 0ml words 1s a valuable check on their
comprehension of the situation presented in
the problem.

5. Vocabulary exercises on important

a.1•ith.metic
teros and number concepts are esscnt1~1 (See

Appendix tor Vocabulary List) .

6. lleatness of work and orderly 8.l'rangement of
solutions should be emphas1zed. 9
Some or the f'acta the pupils should keep in mind

in solving problems a.re: (a) What information is to be

found in the problem?

(b) What facts are given?

process should be used to solve the problem?
the answei- to the problem be.fore working.

(c) What

(d) Eotimate

(e) Check com-

putation for accuracy.

Evaluation. Robertson10 supports the vim,

that

one cf the most important features of any educationo.l pro-

9·

Brue elmer,_ et . a~.,

Eduoat1onaJ.

Diagnosi;:<, 2P, ~t ,u

299-300.
lOWanda Robertson, "Evaluation .. Everybody's Bu.c:1i•

ness, u ChiMU},ood. Eg,'U9!\t,1.,qn, XXIX (February, 1953 >, 267.

gram 1s the kind of evaluation that aceanpnnies it .
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Today,

educators are generally agzieoa that good evaluation is
an essential part of effective teaching .

It consists o:r

the tools and methods which enable 'the pupils to see what

has been done in order that they may do a better job.
Evaluation should bo continuous •

Goals and purposes

towal"d the child 1s being guided must be clearly defined
and

accepted.
Evaluation is an integral part of the teaching-

learning process and helps to appraise achievement . Evaluation helps to locate specific areas of difficulty.

It

helps to diagnose the natlll'e· of those difficultiea, and
to study in detail the learner's mental processes and
methOds or wOI'k.
An

evailuation of the diagnostic and remedial pro-

gram for the seventh grade ot the u.

w.

Harllee School,

Dallas, Texas, was an attempt to discover hoo well the

follor;ing objectives were realized and to note gains, if
any, which uere made in arithmotie s

1 . ~e arithmetic program contribUted to the all

around development of the pupils .
2 . The arithmetic program was geared to meot the
needs, interests and abilities of the pupils .

3. The pupils demonstrated gra.,th in the ability
to evaluate themselvee .
4. Tha pupils

improv/thll

/"

ability to compre-
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bend and interpret problems 1n arithmetic as indicated

in the daily exero1ses .

5.

The pupils developed interest in the varied

types or at·ithmetic problems and materials.
6 . Independence 1n V:ork habits were 1•evealed tram
a cheek ot drills and exercises.

7. feacher'!""Inade tests, drill exercises, self""8val~
nation were methods used aa a means of evaluation.

8. Pupils developed desirable attitudas toward
arithmetic attor gaining more understanding.

9. s1etematic procedures were formulated for uork
1n problem solving .

CHAPTER V

SmmARY, CONCLUSIOHS AND RECom!ENDATIONS
§upmqry.

In s 1n:rnartzing the data tran tho foro-

eo1ng material, these points seem to be outstandinc a

1. There was a real1zat1on of the need tor a
aiagnostic study ot the eoventh grade pupils 1n arithmetic at N. l7. Harl.lee School, Dallas, Texas .
2 . In October 19;3, a diagnostic and remedial

study was undertalcon 01 th a hetoroganous group of onohundred and t\7enty pupila .

Remedial instruction tias

given dur1DB a period of sixty days 1n order to dete1•-

mine its effectiveness and a re- test uas administered in

December 1953.

3. The aim of the investigation was to determino
the d1tt1cult1eo ot these pupils b1 uso of teaoher-mado
diagnostic tests and develop oethods of el1m1natine
those difficulties by remedial instruction and practice
materials as part

or

tho regular classroom routine .

4. Diagnostic procedures are a prerequisite for
a remedial program 1n arithmetic.
5. A aurvay of related 11teratura rovealed that
investigators 1n the field of arithmetic devoted much
time and effort to the study of methods of improving
accuracy in computation, comprehension ot facts and prin•
oiple~ and improvement of t70l'k habits 1n arithmOtic •
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6. There are variable factors that affect the
pupils' learning ability 1n arithmetic,

7. Same of the weakest pupils showed considerable
gain in scores .and work habits .
8 .. There were ind1cat1o~ -of group gains in medians and moans with Groups II 1 III and IV.

Uedian gain

ror Group I was not apparent, though there nas a small
gain in mean.

9P Same of the greatest gains that could not bo
measured objectively were as tollcmsa
a . Better understanding of the mental processae used by pupils
b . Increased interest 1n the fundamentals
on the part of the pupils

e. The pupils' attitudes tooard their arm
dof1c1enciea

Cgpclµaigns.. On the basis

or the

data revealed in

this study, certain conclusions aoom to be pertinents
l. That the seventh grade pupils of the N.

u.

Harllee School, Dallas, Texas, were deficient in the
knowledge of ar1thmetic fundamentals and v,ere in neod of

remedial instruction.
2 . That tbese deficieneios were determined by the

use

or

teacher-made diagnostic tests used as a part ot

regular clnseroom work.
3. The use of the teacher-made diagnostic tosts

67
rur!J!shed valuable itifor1..1ation canoern1ng tho pupils 1n

this study.
4 . That teacher observation uaa very important .

,. That the remedial program did not eliminate
all of tho difficulties of the pupils involved 1n this

study.
6. That the program succeeded 1n providing e~...

periencas and activities which will meet tho needs, in•
tereets and abilitios of tho majority of the pupils in
the ~evonth grade of tt. '-• Harlloo School, Dallas, Texas.

7. That tho d1agnost1o and remedial program should
be continuod throughout tho enauing year for further im-

provement in arithmetic fUndamantals,

8. That the importance

or

acquiring a thorough

understanding of arithmetic fundamentals in practical
and social situations cannot be overemphasized.

.

Recgrnmendations.

th1a study

tl10

In tho light of the f1ndill8S of

rollcm1ng recommendations are mados

1. That all teachers fC4'mulato objectives tor the

program

or

arithmetic and strive to attain them.

2. That beginning with tho first semester of the

ensUing school yoar a diagnostic and remedial program 1n
arithmetic be continued 1n the N.

w.

Harllee School,

DallaG' Te..~as.
3. That all teachers of the N. W. llarlloe School,

Dallas, Texas, be acquainted with the roaults of this

68

study, and that 1 t serve as a basis for guiding

and pro-

jecting plans for improvement 1n ari thmet1o .

4 . '!'hat the school make persistent effort to

.

obtain adequate teaching materials for use in the arithmet1c program.
;. That the arithmetic program be geared to moot

the needs, interests and abilities ot all pupils •
•
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APPBNDIX

SCHOOL H EALTH SERVICE

Appendix la

DALLAS l NDElPENDE.l,T SCHOOL DISTRICT

professional recommendations for improving child's physical growth and development, which is sough t to enable

anmum mental and educational development.
11
!)ear Doctor:

We have checke,u__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ (Name)
_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - -(Address),_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (School)_ _ _ _ _ __ (Grade)
:rho in the routine of our School Health Service present! the following type of. health problem:

Visual- Auditory-Speech- Dental-Orthopedic-Cardiac-Nutritional- Behavior

Oilier·- ---------- ---------- ------------------------

Please indicate the severity and prognosis of the condition you find and advise us of the need for any limitation of activity, prosthesis, or any action we might well pursue to improve the health of this child. Also whether special class or bus transportation is
recommended.

Our observations are as f ollows: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(FQr) Dir.eta, School H1"11b S,rvic,.

Professional opinion with recommendations:_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

-------Sirnature of Doctor,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _______ Telephon1e.....- - - - - Da,te..- - - - - - - la there any specific time you wish to see this pupil again ? Yea-_ No,_ _ _\Vhe11pt
D
"f . f
ation is confidential; otherwlM!, rdu rn
.~~se return in mail to Director of School Health Service, 3700 Ross Avenue, a 11as, 1 in orm
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Appendix 2

TEST A • BASIC ARITmlETIC SKILI.S

Grade 7

77
'l.'EST A - BASIC ARI!HUETIC SKIUS

Grade 'l

NamG~-----------~-------------__,~--'-"!!~~---

Sox_

Data_ _ _ _ _ __

(Boy

or

G1!-l)

Age last birthda1,...,_~-----ll!l!!!""'----------........- -......
Cfeal"s)
Number of months sinoa laat birthda1,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

___________ ______________

fotn\_______•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_,_
Schoo

,..,.,

,..,__

Possibla
§QO£~. ""'

Part I - Whole

Numbers

Pal't II• Fractions

(22} ...

Part III .. Deo:tmals

(25)

Part IV• Problems

I

Percontage

Ba¥

~ f A • Part I - WHOLE W&mRS
I • Addi
(l)

4965
24
306

(2)

146
284

2571

~~

42

~L

(5)

(3) 1865

6r;7

67~

968

3700

.. ~~

226,.

I

(4)

8~9

3

4

927

6431

370

., 16,:\56_

II., Subtract :

(l) 4369

,-2J&3 ...

(2)

5'2437

- 132d;

(3)

49140

-3~248

(6)

50o69'70

-3096042

III. :Multiply t

(1) 492

a 3g__

(2) 396

(3) 9382

.is

i1;

22

(4)

p8

I

150062

... 9?849_

IV. Divides
(l)

S

36 4973

,

<3 ) 961~49
3

<,>

103)

2096387

(4)

88i52574

80
fest A• Part II .. FRACTIOUS
I . Add l

(1) l/9

(2}

6/8

(3) 3/f5
?/lO

2/9

7/8

4/9,

-2.&..

(4) 4 5/8

l,/2

{;) ? ~/]2

lJ 9/16

33 7/9

32 a/4_

t6 3L4

(6) 16 2/3

2; 3/5
,.,42 U32. ..

(7) ;3 2./3

l3 '5/6

28 2/9._
II . Subtracta

(l) 6/7

(2)

8 ?/'J.2.

(3)

3 7/l,O_

fil?._

(4)

24 l/4

2 2/3

(5') 235 5/6
l

49 2/5

!i 1/10

(6)

341 3/4

i342L8,

81
III. llultiplya
(1) 9 :r. 3/4 •
(2)

7/8

X

4/'5 :

(3) 6/7 X 3

J/4

C

3 1/$

X

3/8 •

( ~} 3 l/3

X

2 1/10 :

(4)

(6) 15 3/4 ,: 14 l/2

Iv.

D1Vide:
(1) 15

♦

3/4 •

(2) 4/5 • 2/3::

(3) 3 519 • ;/6 e
(4) 3 l/2 ,. 1 2/3 :

c; > 2 7/9 ..

4 1/6 ■

(6) 8 3/4 • 5 2/ 5 •

*

TESf A .. Part III, DOOl:MAIB
I. Add:

(2)

.3,
.m>7

.8634
.7

.59

-~~2-

(3)

45.411

20.,204

4. 517
.33~

60.271

llieQJJL

II. Subtract ,

(3) 568.6

-322,AAQJ._

(4)

..

129,.63

&i

63
III. llultiplya
(1) 49. 2

.,;;,, ,03,

(2)

l2 , 5'6

•$

3,8_

(3) 5.384
;&

,24..

r
(4) 12. 43 X

(6)

_x.oa_

IV , Divide&
(l)

. 8"}20 .664

(2)

.68Ji.8S63

10. 034

x 4,09.
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Xl::ST A - Part IV ... PROBLEMS

1 . ~ • Davia had

56 hogs

__ ____ ______

and bought 24 oo!'e .

did ho have altogether?

.......

..,_

2 • The lunoh.roa:i manager bought 68 pounds
lJ.sed

or

aow many

potatoes and

--

34 pov.nds or thom. How many pounds were left?

3. Jerry had $1. 00. !low many tlags con he

buy

at 12¢

each?_-'-_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,..._____, _____,....,.._

4 . Tan delivers 36 papers each day.

Hoo many 13apers -wouUl

he del:\ver 1n 24 days? ________,...,...._,,________

; . ur.

Brooks pnid 4UJ50 for 90 sheep.

What did oaoh

ohecp cost? _______......,_.,.;,..,.____________ ~....;....6 . William bad 15 rabbits . He sold 6 and boucht 10 moro,
hem

~

rabbits did bo have left?______ _ ___........

7. Sane had 10 pieces of candy.. Sho ate 1/2 of thom and
geve Susie 3. Haw many did sho havo left9_______,_....,
8 • Mnrt pielmd 6 J/4 bushels of poars, Jim:!ly p1clrod 2 l/2
bushels or pears and Tim picked? 2/3 bushels of pears.
Roo nw.ey bushels of pears dld they pick together?.,_ __

9 . Stnr-1oy bOUl!)lt 2 notobooks at 2,¢ each, ; pencils at 5¢

oacb, a packaeo of paper clips for 15¢, 3 erasers at
3¢ each and 6 bookoovers nt 4¢ each.

H<T.J much did ho

paJ tor these supplies?..-.......- ......._...;...--------10. 'rhe cafeteria uses
pints or milk each wock-dny cmd

,o

35 p1nts ot

milk on Sunday.

Ho;1 OODY pints of td.lk

will bo used 1n ~ t1ooks"l -·-------------------

ll. A storakeepor bottght pencils tor 8¢ each and sold
them ror 15'¢ eaon. How much \'Jill ho gain on 275
penc:tls? - - - - -................._...,..__________.........,_____
12 . Sam :read 12 pages in his reader one day, 17 pageo tho
na"tt d~ and

25

pages the third day.

li<m many pages

must he read to tin1Sh the book it thero are 296 pases
in tho book? ____________.......,,....._ _ _ _ __

13 . A aooelor boug..l-lt 12 rings o.t tti!S each .

rings at a profit ot $10

Ol1

He sold the

eueh ring. Hem much did

he make? _...,._......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _........,,

14. In a certain city tho:t-a are tltroo tactOl'ies .

first factory employs 6?5 men, the

second

The

taeto.ry

employs 9f>O men and tho third factory e:nplo~1 a 7~
nt01"0

men than tho second .

Hem many mon are onployed

by the three factories? .....,_,__ _ _ _ _ _--\--_.,..........,_

1;. The cotton Bav1l will ooat

7,,ooo

people . At the

Washington- Lincoln gamo all scats ~cro filled except

3,;75. What wore the gate receipts at il.75 por
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Appendix 3

!EST B • BASIC ARI'?BMETIC SKILLS
Gnde

7

87
TEST B - BASIC ARITHMETIC SKILIB
Grade

7

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

68:t~~·-"-.........
-----(Boy-or
Girl)

Age last bUthdaY._..._.....,..____________,____,__._,_

tltober of months since last birthdaY...-..-----·-TOO'I\..,_....,.._________________________

Schooli--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,__ _ _ _ _ __

Possible
~

Pa.l't I ... Whole

NUDbers

a

(24)

Pa.t"t III• Decimals

!2.g)

Port IV - Problems

n.:n

§gore

Pcrcentaeo
&ink-

------

·--·

(24)

Part II - Fractions

Rau

..

88
Test B .. Part I .. V1HOLE NtlUBERS

I . Addc

(1)

8?5'
419

(2)

45
?82
15'
3200

6652
22§

(4) 1586
370
27
3864
2~g _

1006

(;) 5
109

il

(3) 5280
?1862
869
8721

, 5'6Zi ...
(6)

5'428

ri79
~

7
2ll

6?05

~

232

400

746~

II. Subtrnctt
(2) 3014,

-22260
(4)

10627
- 274,

<,>

2000

- l$

(3) 2016

- s2z.

(6)

90065'6

- 28849

III. f~Ult1ply 1
(l)

768

&3'26.

(2)

<,>

652

;202

8009

x 622.

(6) 5'689

o 300

89
IV. Divide:
(l)

109) 81'$

(3)

203)

(5)

204)

2;1314

20400

(2)

133)

(4)

<6 >

30191

!124) 8~6$$6

93}

mm

I

90
Test B • Part II ... F.BACTIOliS

I . Add:

(1) l/8

(2)

1/2

3/4

(4) ;

4

2/,

(5')

8 1/4

(3)

2/3

9 1/3

'J/6

2 U6

3~

7 l/6

(6)

16 7/16

8 ,16

9 3/4

48 l/2

2A

10 l./2

'J'l 3/4

:21.3

212'.8

~

2

.

II . Subtract I
(1)

10 2/3

4 3/4.

(2)

,3 l/8

46 3/4

35' l/6

(;) 142 l/2

-62 ~2-

,23

(4)

W

(3) 8 7/l2

.i 1/i -

(6) 160 3/4

4

us

91
III . llult1ply:
(l) , 3/4 x 8 3/4 ;:

(2) 5 l/4

X

2 3/4 w

(3) 3 l/8 z 8 l/4 •
(4)

71/2

X

6 2/3::

(5) 2 l/4 z 11 l/2::
(6)

7 1/2

X

8 2/3

=

lV. Di~ides
( l) 11 2/3 • 2 l/2 •

(2) 4 l/4

4

12:

(3) 1; 5/8•41/8:
(4) 6 1/3 • 3 l/2 •

(5) 17 1/2 • 68 •
(6) 16 2/3 ·• 7 1/2 :
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Xest B - Part III - D.OOIMALS
I . Addi

(3)

14. 6
9 .309
1067.68
3S.
487.963

5'4.00.5'

2,§403

(4)

ll5. o84
45. 411
20. 204

(5)

9.431
ll4. 8

4. 517
.333

60.271

6.4
lJ. 86

~0045

122

~21.~36-

(6)

468.4~

38.2 3
1.4355

20. 3074

.71&:~ --

II. Subtracts
(2)

(4) 1298.63

..

4.,4?5'.6

?9.

,-65,2328,

(3) 5'68.6

-322,4?03.
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III. Multiply:
(l)

(4)

496.3
r ~l-

(2)

~,S24

l24.3;

(5)

....c...-&2.i..

( 4}

'66 ....

• 8)20.

3

4

.078) . 6034

6. 438

, lie §9,Z

IV. Divide:
(1)

124. ,6

-

(3) 5.384
"

(6)

X

, 24 -

10. 034

i ..A,99.
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Test l3 ... Part IV - PROBLEMS
l . Mr • Davis had

56

hogs and boU[;ht 24 more.

Hro many

·---·-----...._-.....,.___........,.................

did he he.vo altogether?

2 • The lunchroOlll ~ger bought 68 pomds of potatoes and

used 34 pounds of them,

3. Jerry

had $1. 00o-

Bow many pounclo nero le.ft?_

How many flags can he buy at 12¢

each?......~ - - - - -............---------_;.-._.....,.._
__
...
4 . Tan delivers 36 papers each da:,. Ht7n many papers uould
he deliver 1n 24 days? ________...,...._....__,...___
,_

5'.

Mr• Brook.'l paid

$1350 Zor 90 shaep, What did ~aeh

sheep cost? ....- - - - - - - -.......--------------6. William had 15 rabbits. He sold 6 and bought 10 more,
how many rabbits di<i he ho.ve lott? - ~ ~ ~ - - - -

?. Jane had 10 pieces of candy. She ato 1/2 of them
ga.vo Susia 3.

and

H~ many did she havo lerti ·- - - - - - - -

8. Uary picked 6 1/4 bushels of pears,

JilJmy picked 2 l/2

bushels of pears and Tim pioked 7 2/3 buaholD or poar:i.
HO\'f many bushels or poars did thoy pick together? _ _
9. Stanley bought 2 notebooks at 2;¢ each, 5 pcmc11o at ~¢

oaoo, a paolr.age of paper clips for 15'¢, 3 el"asero at
3¢ each and 6 bookcovers at 4¢ oacll. Hem much did ho
pay fOl' these supplies? ._.......----------.._..--..-10. 1'he cafetoria uses

50 p1nts ot milk eaoh week.-day

3; pints of lllilk on Sunday. H0\7 many pints

and

of milk

will be usod in $ weel'..s? - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~

U ,. A sto.velteepe:r bcught pencils for 8¢ eaoh nnd sold

them for 15¢ oae..1-t. How much \7iU ho gain on 27$
pencils?~--.............................._ _ _ _ _ _,_,__
-:...:·...-.,-........,,....12. Sam road l2 pagoa 1n his :reader one day, l? pages the
next day and

25

pages the th:trd day.

must he read it' there

8.l"O

Hem many pages

296 pages in the book?_____

13, A JEnVelel" bought 12 rings at $15' each. Ho sold the
rings at a prcfit of $10 on each 1':l.nl?• Hoo much did
ha make? ......,._,,....____....,..._____............,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

14. In a certain city there are three :f'actories .

tirst factory employo 675
employs 950 mon

ana

tnallt

the aooond .factory

the third factory empleys

more men than the second.

The

715

naa many men aro employed

by the three factories? ............- - - - - -.......----.......----..-

15.

The Cotton Bcml will seat

75,000 people. At the

Washington•L1ncoln gama all seats .ioro filled except

3,~75. Vlhat woro the gate receiptG at $1.?5 per

seat? _______....,;.,.____________.......,___..._...
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Appendix 4

SEVENTH GRADE ARITHMETIC VOCABUIARY

•
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SEVEJW

add

aodition
addend

altitltde
avero,g-0
area
enalys,.s

answer

calendar
calculate

cancel
cancellation
canpute
composite

canoouhd

cube

eub1c

decfual
deoima:.'.. point
deduct
depth
deno:ninator
dentlllt:Jnate

difference
digits
dimension

dividend
divisor
div1~1on

do.uen
dry ::ieasure

o:tghth

enumerate
equal

equality
example

estimate

feet

fifth

foot
fourth
fraction
fractional part
formula

9fi.#i.DLA;Blffl~~c v~~TJI.i\&:
~llon

gill

halt
halvae
ho:rizontal
hundred

hundredth
hundred woight

perimeter
pal'allel
pound

pritt:o !'actors
probl()m
proper fraction

pi~oduct
p.roo.1'
pl."ism

improper fraction quart
1neh

quadrilateral

l.ato.rnl
leap yes,:

.rec=le
reduct on
remo.inder
8anan numbers

!ntegar
invert

linear
line

mathomat1cs
meas'!,re

mill

mile

znil.J.ion
?r.illlonth
minuend

minus

mixed

1lUl!l'bers

xrniltiplicand

multiplication
mult1pliel'
multiply

~it
numeral

nomorator
mmieration
oblique
odd number

ounce

pock

pint
plus

porpendicul.ar

quotient

seconds

section
scale

seventh
simplify

solve
square our.taco
square

straight line

subtraction
subtract
sum
tenthS
thirds
thouaand

thousandth

ton
total

imolrth

tritingle

unit
vertical
yard

yard stick

zero

